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Editorial

I could have just regurgitated my
last editorial.!
EPOC’s triumphs have continued
since then with 100% podium
places at the British Night Championships, as well as 12 EPOC
members in the top three of the
YHOA Superleague. Just look at
the front cover!
Many thanks to those members
who have responded to my
emails asking how your events
went. Remember if you have
done something outdoorsy or
even indoorsy then share your
experience!
It is your articles and responses
that have once again meant that
the Epistle has been awarded
Compass Sport Magazine of the
Year 2021.
So please keep those articles
coming, and keep answering my
emails about your competitions.
Even if it it’s just a few lines, it all
added up to another award!
Even though I have shortened
the time between editions, we
still have a massive 35 pages!
Looking at the fixtures you will
notice there are a lot of major
events coming up over the next
few months. For some, this
could be a problem. Three major
events, all had their cheapest
closing date on the same day.
The British Long and Middle
champs, and the JK would mean
that an individual competing in
all days would have to find £138,
a couple would need to find
£276, and a family would be
around the £400 mark. This is
just for entry fees., not taking
into account transport and accommodation. I think in these
straightened times that the bigger events need to be spread out
throughout the year. Thoughts?
Send them in.
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Chairman’s Chat
Wow, what a busy couple of
months we have had since the
last Epistle with 3 events in the
space of 3 weeks! At the end of
November we had Honley
Woods on a cold snowy day followed by Newmillerdam night
and middle distance events in December on a foggy weekend! Despite the less desirable weather at
both these events the competitors still enjoyed themselves
thanks to the fantastic organisation and courses. At Newmillerdam we also trialled a new entry system using Google sheets
and payment options including
cash, card or QR code which was
well received by the competitors
with 2/3 opting for card or QR
code payment.
Over the next few months there
are a lot of events on offer including our Compass Sport qualifying
round on Sunday 13 March near
Helmsley. Connor will be emailing
soon to request entries so keep
an eye out for that.
Later in March is the British
Champs and then at Easter we
have the JK. EPOC plan to field

relay teams at both these events
and an email has already been
sent asking for you to sign up on
the Google sheets. It would be
great to see a resurgence of
EPOC teams at both these relays
so don’t be shy and come forward
to run for your club!
Our next EPOC event is an urban
in the Akroydon area of Halifax
on 10th April.
Other events for 2022 are shaping up well and thank you to everyone who has already offered to
take on an official role. We do still
need more officials for some
events though. The committee
has decided to also change the
area for the September event
from Elland Park Woods to Norland Moor as it was felt that Norland will offer a better orienteering experience than Elland and
may be more appealing to potential event officials. We have also
had to change the area for our
events in December as permission to use Storthes Hall has been
refused.
We are also planning to have a
fun club champs and social event
on the weekend of 2/3 July

(probably on Saturday 2nd) with a
handicap system so anyone can
win overall. We are just working
out the best area to use for this
where we can have a social event
after running. If you have any ideas then please let us know via the
club email.
Don’t forget we have an EPOC
WhatsApp group which any
member can join and can be used
for any purpose such as social
chat, updates about events, seeking planning/organising advice
etc. If you would like to be added
to the group then please contact
Laura Harrison. We also have a
Facebook and Instagram page
which are regularly updated.
The next committee meeting will
be on 16th March so if you have
anything you would like the committee to discuss then please let a
committee member know.

Congratulations to the following
members of EPOC who climbed
the top step of the (virtual) Podium for the British Night Championships

Congratulations to the following
members of EPOC who climbed
the top step of the (virtual) Podium of the YHOA Super League

Also congratulations to our podium finishers.

James Logue M50L
Also congratulations to our
podium finishers.
Emma Harrison 2nd on W45L
and Mike Pedley 3rd on M60L
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Laura Harrison W20
Megan Harrison W21
Aly Brook W35
Emma Harrison W45
Judith Goodair W80

Emma

Julie Couch 2nd W60, William
Martland 3rd M18, Graham Lloyd
3rd M55, Jonathan Emberton 3rd
M60, Paul Jackson 2nd M75, Rod
Shaw 2nd M80,
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Aint No Mountain High Enough

Catching features
Fixture News
The committee decided to change the
event in September from Elland Park
Woods to Norland Moor as this will be a
more pleasant area to run on and in the
hope of it being a more attractive area to
recruit an organiser and controller, Gilly
Markham is planning. ! So if you would
like to have a go at organising or planning this event please get in touch with
someone on the committee.
EPOC have also had to change the area
for the December events as we have had
permission declined to use Storthes Hall
with no real optimism of that changing
by December.
We are now looking at Pontefract Park
and appreciate that the officials who had
come forward for Storthes may no longer be able to take on these roles at Pontefract so we may or may not need some
new officials for that event as well so
please watch for updates and offer help
where you can.
Again if you would like to help out organising or planning at Pontefract then
contact a committee member.
Also with events coming up it makes the
organisers job really easier if you volunteer to help.

Compass Sport Trophy
Qualifier– Club Captain
Connor Smith gives us the
lowdown on the impending qualifier.

EPOC Relays
British
JK
Sprints

New club Captain Connor
Smith is asking for entries to
the relays.
It would be great to see some
EPOC relay teams at the British
and JK Relays. The British Relays
are on Sunday 27th March and
the JK Relays on Monday 18th
April.
The committee has agreed to
pay 1/3rd of senior relay team
fees and all of junior teams fees.
Below are links to two Google
Sheets for people to sign up to
one or both relays. Please indicate your age class, which relay
categories you would be happy
to run in and if you already have
a 'dream team' then suggest
team options as well

https://docs.google.com/
spreadsheets/
d/1qMsoeqx1576kraZTYMv66T4S
aGmLzPSA50RKvNGbMyM/
edit#gid=0
JK Relays - Sign up by 13th
March at the lates
JK Relays - Google Sheets
https://docs.google.com/
spreadsheets/
d/1Ztv0lU1aUrFhBy31WKR0ddLU
gtOXhCGMpqhFwgCGJic/
edit#gid=0
As yet there are no Google
sheets for the British Sprint Relays at Leeds University, but
keep an eye out for an email, or
a news article in the Epistle.

In order to agree teams and get
entries done it would help if you
could sign up sooner rather than
later, however I have given cut
off dates for each relay as below

om Event details can be
found here - https://haloorienteering.uk/halocustom/
pages/Preview.php?eid=1313

You will notice that HALO
I have now been sent the
are asking for additional
allocated start times for
helpers and will offer half
EPOC for the Compass
price entry at this, or anothSport Qualifying Round on er HALO event, in return. If
Sunday 13th March.
you are able to help please
Please send your decontact HALO directly but
tails (name, age class, BO
also let me know so I can
and SI numbers) to me by
make this clear on the entry
Wednesday 23rd Februform as it may affect your
ary at the latest so I can get allocated start time.
the form completed and re- If you have any queries
turned on time please let Connor Smith
connor.jsmith@btinternet.c know.
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British Relays - Sign up by 27th
February at the latest British
Relays - Google Sheets

British Sprint Relay

Mike Pedley has stepped up to be assistant organiser for the Sprint Relays at
Leeds Uni.
Look out for his emails looking for volunteers.
Also it would be great to have more than
one team in these relays.

EPOC Club Champs

These will take place on the weekend of the
2/3 of July 2022. It will be a handicap basis,
so any one could win. This wil also involve a
social event. Still looking for an area..

EPOC Socials
Ideas are still in the embryonic stage, but
Laura Harrison and Connor Smith are
looking to organise a quiz, social runs, and
other fun stuff. If you have any ideas for
social activities that please get in touch
with Laura or Connor.

he Only Way Is Up
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Catching features
DEVELOPMENT NEWS

wear in a range of sizes
(although not all sizes)
that people could arrange to try on. With
restrictions lifted and
SYO do have a few
events coming up so it
may be possible to arrange something with
her for people to try
shoes if needed.

Chairman Emma Harrison recently met
with Kay Hawke (BO Project Officer) to
discuss British Orienteering project to
target deprived areas.
MapRun courses that will cater for all
ages, possibly including a score event
would be ideal. There is funding available for volunteers who work on these
projects, an alien concept for many volunteers but BO actually want people to
claim expenses as that is how further
funding will then be provided by Sport
England!
There are a number of other areas, in our
region including, possibly, some school
sites, where there is interest in sites being mapped and setting up MapRuns.
There is funding for all this work including the time to geo-reference and set up
MapRuns and material things such as
POC markers with QR codes.
There is also funding for the time, venue
hire and resources to support targeted
group leaders to learn how MapRun
works and to then be able to deliver to
their groups.
To start, some members are liaising with
officers at Calderdale council, to produce
a usable map and some courses focusing
on the Beechwood Park area, close to
Ovenden, Mixenden and Cousin Lane
area of North Halifax.
It’s early days yet, but if you know of any
deprived area that would benefit from
some input, again contact the club
through the usual channels.

NEED SOME CLUB KIT?
There hasn’t been sufficient interest to
generate a new order for club tops.
Your editor would quite like one of
these new tops, so come on folks get in
touch with Dan so your editor can get
one! These tops do look really smart
and are really comfy according to those
who have them.
As a small club it is impractical for us to
hold a lot of stock. Instead, we tend to
collect orders and then periodically
order what people want. This time we
are looking at getting some O-Tops for
anyone who would like to purchase
them and also as a club meeting the
minimum order and keeping some for
stock.
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EPOC have joined a
growing number of
orienteering clubs in
joining the NViiStr8
Club Scheme , which is
free for clubs to join
with no minimum order
commitment. As some
of you will already be
aware through other advertising, NVii offer a range of orienteering shoes and Str8
sell compasses. This
equipment has been
designed by orienteers,
for orienteers and the
UK distributor is Mary
Fleming (SYO).
The way the scheme
works is that the club
will be given an order
pad once a quarter to
take any orders. Any kit
ordered through the
club will qualify for a
10% discount and in
addition to this the club
will receive 5% cashback from NViiStr8. If

your shoes fall apart in
between orders and
you can't wait for the
next club order then
you can still order directly and get a 10%
discount as a member
of EPOC but the club
won't get the cashback
in these circumstances.
Postage has to be paid
for all orders which is
approximately £5/pair
of shoes but becomes
proportionally less
when more pairs are
ordered and posted
together.

We have not had a recent catalogue, but
these will be circulated
when received from
Mary Mary is based in
Sheffield and has a
small supply of foot-

Additionally she is able
to post out 'try out'
shoes but requires a
£50 deposit/pair of
shoes, fully refunded
when they are returned
and return postage
would have to be paid.
If you order shoes that
end up not fitting as
required then there will
be no problem with
them being replaced,
the only requirement
would be that you
would pay return postage to send them back
and the new pair would
be sent out with free
postage.

Prices are hopefully going to be around
£25 per O-Top and these are from the
same supplier as last time.
Please send all enquiries to Dan at:
d.sutcliffe89@gmail.com or
07411255946
*Also don’t forget you can order Quarter Zip Tops or Gilet at Zapkam Club
Shop search ‘EAS’ to find the shop or
follow the link:

Down Down
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Catching Features– BO Updates
Covid Safe Orienteering - No Changes
British orienteering have many links
The rules in Wales, Scoton their website. (Search Covid on
land, and Northern IreBO website if reading a paper Epistle) land are different.

January
Update

Sudden Cardiac Arrest eLearning –
Provided free by UK coaching

Introducing Orienteering for Secondary
Schools Course

Keeping your child safe in sport - Pro- Introducing Safeguarding Course
vided free by the CPSU

There are two new eLearning courses on the BO
website, along with those
already mentioned.
British Orienteering
Jan 2022
Webinars
The British
Orienteering
2022 Development Conference was held
on line during January 2022. There are
nine Online sessions planned to run
throughout the month of January recordings and slides from the sessions
can be found at the link below.
https://www.britishorienteering.org.uk/
webinars
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Other courses still available:
Event Safety Course

To sign up for one of these course register via this weblink:
https://british-orienteering.nimbleelearning.com/

Introducing Orienteering Course
The conference sessions include a variety of topics from women in the sport,
beginners, retention, juniors, in fact a
whole raft of ideas. There are 9 sessions.
The two mapping webinars previously
mentioned are archived. All the materials have been archived here.The webi- ing OOMap and OCAD.
nars went from beginners to more
Looking at LIDAR mapping (see image
advanced mappers. Including comparabove), and Q GIS as well.
The courses look very useful for any
budding mappers out there.

It’s in The Trees
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Catching Features
EPOC club stores...

Event Help

EPOC TikTok, YouTube &
Twitter,

There are posts about events at
neighbouring clubs as well as bigger
events.

After the last edition, no one came
forward to take on a YouTube or TikTok presence, if you are a budding
film maker please get in touch contact
through the usual channels.

It’s one of the many places to find out
what EPOC is up to. It is not well used,
but is getting more so.

There are a number of events
coming up over the next few
months. It makes the organisers’
job much easier if folk volunteer.
That way you can often choose
your job. It’s also a great way for
you to get to know members of
the club. Watch out for the google
sheets that have been circulating!

The Scarf family have hosted the
EPOC stores (free) for many years in
our barn and are happy to continue
doing so, BUT some folk think we are
a bit too close to the Lancashire border?
Maybe you know of somewhere, a bit
more cosmopolitan, in the heart of
West Yorkshire? Less remote, possibly with a lock even?
You probably won't get the tea + cake
that we offer orienteers (if we catch
them in our barn!), but you may have
a shorter journey.
To lighten the load, there's a few
items EPOC would like sell/give to
worthy causes. Can you help us?
We've some orange plastic fencing, 3
old tunnel tents and The Scarfs are
waiting in anticipation

There is the opportunity to ask about
the club, as well as share your orienteering news.

Also EPOC’s Twitter handler hasn't
come forward so please do.

Social Media involvement

EPOC Instagram & WhatsApp

If you want to get involved with
EPOC’s social media, get in touch
through the usual channels.

Laura Harrison is building EPOC’s social
media presence on Instagram.

We use the group email account for
lots of communications
so it’s important to
So look out for
give these.
EPOC a follow if you’re on Insta’.
Everything
about the
Also if you have any photos from
nitty gritty of
send them with some background
the club is
information (place, race) to
on the weblnicoleh1106@gmail.com
for them to be featured on the EPOC site.
Don’t forget
that there is
an EPOC
page on
EPOC Facebook
Strava, so
If you’re on Facebook, then go over to you can upthe EPOC page, give it a like or follow. load your
There’s often some late news posted training runs and races to the app.
about events, MapRuns etc
Instagram. It is greatly appreciated.
Contact Laura Harrison to be added
to the EPOC WhatsApp Group.
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I Ran So Far Away
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MapRun Update
EPOC MapRun January Update:
Some of EPOC’s MapRun events have
closed, and are no longer available on
the website.
New areas are being looked at, and
currently there are plans afoot for
Beechwood Park, which Haligonians

Some quite exciting news
from MapRun for this edition!

will recognise
under it’s more
usual name of
Ovenden
Camp.
Also the old
Halifax Race
course area
known as Roils
Head playing
fields (left) in

Review Control
Reminder
If you have completed a
course, and found one
control would not bleep, this simple guidance should get your run reinstated.

Nothing is live yet, but watch out for
those emails that tell you when they
are.
Also if you have an area you think
would make a good MapRun area get
in touch.
It is hoped most events will be live for
some time. Again keep a look out

Sound options for the sound that plays
when punching a control
User profiles of multiple users in the one
phone (to allow easy switching of users
for shared phones or shared Garmin
Watches with MapRunG)
Improvements to Location Pins - as
typically used by mappers or those
checking maps/course on site - text is
now not shown on the map, but appears as a popup when tapped
Danish has been added as a language
Details of these new features can be
found here!

A new release of MapRun6 is available: https://maprunners.weebly.com/
Version 6.5.10
releases.html
MapRun can now provide access to
related information about events (via
links or PDF documents eg a link to a
Club website or a PDF map to print)
NFC tag punching
Simple contact-less punching using
inexpensive NFC tags
“Any Track” to allow users to run with
any GPS device and upload their track
from Strava to create a result in a
MapRun event

in the early stages of planning.

“What is a Virtual Orienteering
Course?
A Virtual Orienteering Course (VOC)
is a set of checkpoints spread around
a park or town, created for you to
complete and capture with your
smartphone or GPS watch. Together
with a map showing where they all
are, with the right App your
smartphone can magically become a
brilliant orienteering device and be a
map, a compass and a timer all in
one.” More information at:
https://www.goorienteering.org.uk/
It is better to know you were only 10 metres off than 30. Rev100 is desperation! If in
the past you have mispunched and didn’t
know about the above I think you can still
go back to the event and update your result.
If your track looks like a seismic earthquake
chart you should make every effort to
make sure you achieve a good ‘gps lock.’
Go to Troubleshooting GPS issues in Strava
Support where it has more specifics in relation to different phone models. For more
info on phones go to the MapRun website.

To check a mis-punch click the three bar
menu at the top right of the app.
Take the review results option.
This will display the controls on the right of
After your run you may be shown as misthe screen and a box will show against the
punched and you know or thought you
went to every location ok. This is not unu- relevant problem control or controls. Click
sual and there is the opportunity to check. the boxes and change the tolerance on the
There are several reasons why things have left to 10 20 or 30 and then click the Submit http://maprunners.weebly.com/phonea Revised Result button at the bottom of
gone awry other than your mistake. The
settings.html
the screen. Hopefully your result will be
map may not be 100% accurate and you
updated correctly. With regard to the toler- Richard Payne
were in the right place on the map but the
map is not exact in relation to the satellites. ance settings I like to start at a low level as
the numbers relate to how far you were
The signal may be too slow or affected by
away from the GPS location of the control.
vegetation or buildings.
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EPOC Fixtures
EPOC Events 2021-more details @ https://www.eastpennineoc.org.uk/ Also
for other fixtures @ https://www.britishorienteering.org.uk/event_diary
Date

Event
Name

Level

Venue

Nearest
Town

Organiser

Planner

Controller

As with all events, all EPOC events are subject to government guidelines on Covid 19, and any protocols deemed by the
governing body, and /or the organisers. Please check before you travel in case the event is cancelled at the last minute.
Sun
10/04/22

YHOA Urban
League

Regional

Akroydon

Halifax

Neil
Croasdal

Simon
Martland

Richard Payne

Sat
23/07/22

YHOA Urban
League

Regional

Lindley

Huddersfield

Bob Page

Jackie
Page

Judith Wood (PFO)

Sun
24/07/22

YHOA Urban
League

Regional

Birkby

Huddersfield

Helen
Martland

Richard
Payne

Chris Burden (Aire)

Sun
25/09/22

TBC

Regional

Norland Moor

Elland

TBC

GillyMarkham

TBC

Sun
30/10/22

YHOA
Champs

Regional

Ogden Water

Halifax

Rebecca
Lloyd

Connor
Smith &
Ben
Carter

Jonathan Emberton

Sat
17/12/22

YHOA Night
League

Regional

Pontefract

Pontefract
Park

TBC

TBC

TBC

Helping at an
EPOC event?
Don’t forget you can have
half price entry to any
EPOC event when you
help out at an event in
some way. If you need to
pre-enter an event the
discount code is available
from the event organiser
to claim a helper discount!

Lonely Control Honley Woods– photo Aly Brook
Top Tip: Set your calendar reminders for when pre entry opens and enter the event. With restrictions less rigorous, entry slots should be available, but some events have a number limit.
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Member Profile-Matthew Tinker
Member Profile
Matthew Tinker M40

Matthew is one of EPOC’s ‘newer’,
‘younger members.’ A product of
King’s School Macclesfield Orienteering club, and part of the North
West Junior Squad. Work at Pinderfields Hospital brought him east.
The internet is an amazing thing, both
scary yet a wealth of amazing things
can be found.
Your headmaster's whole school report from 1996 to 1997 waxes lyrical
about the Orienteering Club of which
you were a successful member along
with your siblings.

Matthew chilling at a major event

So was your introduction to orienteering at school, or was it more of a
family affair?
I started orienteering in 1993(?) as part
of my Bronze Duke of Edinburgh’s
Award, which I was completing at The
Kings School Macclesfield. I was very
lucky that one of the new teachers,
Chris O’Donnell, had just started up a
new school orienteering club a few
months before. I initially started on
quite easy courses but quickly progressed to doing green & blue courses.
Chris was in the top 150 orienteers at
the time, and consequently he took us
as a club to a lot of events all around
the country in the school minibus.
Hearing about some of the amazing
areas we were visiting my sister
Michelle started coming along too,
and started doing very well. Both of
us started running for the North-West
Junior squad and we competed in the
Inter-regional championships several
times. I ran for Wales in the Home
Internationals when I was 16, but had a
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stinking cold unfortunately, and my
sister ran for Wales too. A few years
later my twin brothers Nick & Dan
both started orienteering despite not
going to the same school and used to
hitch a ride in the school minibus.
Nick went on to become British
Champion at M10 & M12 level, but both
my brothers got more into mountain
biking and stopped orienteering, although Dan has now started again in
Melbourne where he now lives (but
they can only do it in Winter due to
the array of animals wanting to kill you
in the Summer). My other sister came
to an event once & snapped her forearm falling over a fallen tree, and she
never came along again.
With hindsight and children of my
own now, I suspect Sundays were a
godsend to my parents with five of us,
although it did create a lot of muddy
washing. I remain eternally grateful to
Chris for taking us every weekend - he
still orienteers now, with his son being
an extremely good orienteer. ***

land, so naturally everyone became
quite competitive. I remember there
being a very good schools league run
by Pete Lomas around Manchester &
District, and we also used to go after

Matthew in the sand dunes

school and run in the midweek DEE
summer league series. Two distinct
times I remember was us getting stuck
in deep snow after a National event in
Alnwick, which we all found v exciting,
although with hindsight I think many
What do you remember of those
of us were quite hypothermic when
early days?
I remember having a great time orient- finishing our races. One of the funnieering with school. There was a regu- est times was driving home from an
lar group of us that went every week- event in the Lakes, and the tarpaulin
coming off the minibus roofrack and
end, and we became good friends,
whilst visiting some fantastic areas of some of our bags and camping mats
blowing down the motorway!

Matthew running in for King’s

the country.
We went to several JKs, British
Champs, and we went away to the
Scottish 6-days based in Aviemore,
where we had amazing weather (rare
in Scotland I know!). We had several
of us running for the NWJS, so we
spent a lot of time in the Lakes & Scotland, and one member ran for Eng-

You then went to Leeds University,
when I was there 10 years previously
it had a fairly active orienteering
club. Did it still have an O club, did
you carry on at uni, or were there
alternative distractions?
I went to Leeds University in 1998 to
study medicine. I did join the orienteering club there, but there were not
many people who went regularly, and
not having a car, being able to get to
events was dependent on one or two
of the members driving a university
minibus. This meant I struggled to get
to events when free. On top of this,
with my studies & me regularly playing
hockey for Boston Spa on Saturdays &
Leeds medics
on Sundays,
sadly my orienteering fell by
the wayside for
quite a few
years.

Born To Run
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Matthew continued
You ran for MDOC in the past. I
found a 1st place on M21 Blue in Macclesfield Forest beating a certain
Nicholas Tinker. You were out for 80
minutes on a 5.6 Km course!
Yes, Macclesfield Forest was my local
area not far from where I lived. It is a
very steep forest in parts and I don’t
think the people who planned the
courses had quite banked on large
areas of felling being undertaken, so
there was a lot of climbing over trees
and undergrowth!

nowhere near as quick a runner as
some of people I ran against when
younger such as Ed Nash & Oli Johnson.
I think as I’ve got older, and having a
young family, I’ve realised the importance of a good work-life balance,
and am really enjoying orienteering
again and getting back out into the
countryside. I tried to get my wife involved as she likes running but she
came to the JK in Helmsley when it was
freezing and raining, and sadly it put
her off completely.

You then ended up
in EPOC, why was
this?
We moved to Wakefield in 2014, as I got
my Consultant
Anaesthetist post in
Pinderfields hospital,
and my wife her
Consultant Obstetrician post, hence I
Junior Matthew in the woods, clearly having a blast!
became a member of
EPOC. I hadn’t had
much opportunity to
What was the MDOC set up like in
get to know people up to this year, but
those days?
it is nice to start meeting & getting to
I can remember MDOC being a good
know other members of the club.
club when I first started orienteering
with a lot of local events, and was well Your results show you have been all
organised. They had a good junior
over the UK, which areas do you like
section because of the number from
best, and which ones are “never
our school participating, but there
again!”?
were several other schools around too
who had juniors competing with Manchester & District covering such a wide
area.
What do remember of your M21 orienteering? How seriously did you
take it? Did you have ambitions of
elite status?
Sadly I did not orienteer much as an
M21. I was a member of AIRE as we
lived in Leeds for much of this time,
but still played hockey, and with me
working a lot of weekends and night
shifts, I only attended events that
weren’t far away. I am naturally quite
competitive though, so I always tried
my hardest, but not going regularly
meant I often made one or two quite
big mistakes every race, due to rustiness in my navigating. To be honest
this hasn’t really changed much now
despite me running regularly!!
I never really aimed to get to an elite
level, I realised fairly early on that I was
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Matthew with his urban race face.

Yes I’ve orienteered all over the UK,
and am very lucky to have visited
some beautiful places. I think we are
quite lucky to have a lot of good areas
within about 90 minutes drive of us
here in Yorkshire. My favourite areas
though tend to be sand-dune type areas – I like Formby over in Merseyside,
Pembrey in South Wales, and also

Merthyr Mawr with the famous bigger
dipper dune, which I remember the
finish straight being down at an event I
ran there (this is near where my mum
grew up).
Other areas I thought were very challenging were Graythwaite Estate &
Dale Park in the Lakes, plus many of
the Scottish 6-day areas. Areas that
I’ve always found rough for orienteering are the North Yorks Forests, such
as Wass and Dalby (despite me mountain biking there a lot).
Formats have evolved, so we now
have sprint, urban, middle distance,
long, score, night etc. Which format
do you do best at, and which do you
perhaps miss out?
I like that there is a variety of types of
events to choose from. I think I am
best at night events as they are a real
test of your navigating - I can remember winning the Northern night championships in my teens, and doing well
at the British Night champs previously
too.

Matthew fighting the night. Maybe?
Photo Tayside

In recent years I enjoy shorter races as
I just don’t have the fitness anymore
for long courses (plus I have to be on
my feet the whole day at work the following day). I also think urban events
are good to attract runners into the
sport and allow them to learn to navigate without getting too lost in the
wilderness.
Age Class: M40

Consultant Anaesthetist
Hockeyist,
Mountain Biker,
bit of Road Cycling,
motor sport.
Ranked 548th in BOF rankings.

Map Of The Problematique
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Matthew Continued
What changes have you seen in your
time as an orienteer? (the good and
the bad)
I think orienteering has improved a lot
from when I first started in the 90s.
When I started it was punching pieces
of waxed paper (or not!), drawing your
own route on a blank map after starting
and running with it in a clear bag hoping
it wouldn’t fall apart if it got wet, running in multi-coloured nylon baggy pyjamas, with useless thermals and waterproofs that weren’t very waterproof. I
remember going to my first event in my
new trainers and ruining them completely, then to buy some VJ studded
boots that then stripped the skin from
my Achilles as the backs were so stiff.
So I think the advances in fabrics and
kits, plus boot technology has improved
massively. I also think the advent of
SIAC contactless punching & the ability
to see your splits, plus routegadget are
great.
I think more recently having starts close
to parking fields and arenas is good, as I
can remember walking miles in the past
in the cold rain just to get to the start. I
can remember doing this age 14 in the
Lakes and it nearly put me off.

ballers and other pro athletes earning a
lot of money, and living glamourous
lifestyles, and getting dirty and running
in the cold rain on a remote moor or
forest just isn’t that cool any more.
Sadly, I think orienteering is currently
only something that people get into by
chance, or through someone who does
it, or via similar sports such as trail running or fell running. I think one of the
problems is that orienteering isn’t really
a great spectator sport and people have
strange perceptions of it, usually from
trying it when young. It is interesting
how this is completely different in Scandinavia. I did watch the live GPS tracking of the recent World Champs and
that was quite interesting to see peoples’ routes. I think using this technology more would be interesting, but potentially costly.
From a grassroots level, in school I definitely benefitted from having a teacher
who did it, so some incorporation into
PE would be an idea, or inviting schools
to local events is an idea, but still this
doesn’t solve the problem of getting to
events, which I think a lot of nonorienteering parents won’t want to do. I
think if clubs link in with university
teams too that will help more people
continue going.
From a broader perspective, I think social media is essential to attracting
younger runners, and may help attract
people who like running, to show what
the sport has to offer. Many people still
think orienteering is just like they used
to do in the scouts/guides when young
with paper cards and codes to write
down.

Apart from orienteering what other
interests do you have?
I no longer play hockey as I can’t commit to playing every Saturday, but I still
go mountain biking, and in the first
COVID lockdown I got into road cycling,
which I really enjoy but have had a few
close shaves with lorries!. I have also
recently started riding on a turbotrainer
on Zwift as it is currently safer and
Some say orienteering is a dying
doesn’t take up much time. I also like
sport, with an ageing demographic,
watching motor racing and have daband not enough youngsters coming in, bled in a few trackdays in the past.
what are your thoughts on this, particularly as someone who orienteered ***Matthew says he had a chat with his
mum, and she thinks his siblings won the
through school? Any ideas for soluBritish Relays rather than the individuals.
tions?
I think orienteering has suffered as a
As the saying goes, “If you can remember
result of the success of a lot of other
the 90s, your weren't properly there!”
sports unfortunately. I think a lot of
youngsters growing up now see foot-
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A little focus on PLANNING!

I really enjoyed the MapRun in the
Paddock area of Huddersfield. If you
haven’t done it, I strongly recommend
that you do. I tracked down planner
Jackie Page and asked her why she
chose what at first appearances is an
unassuming area. It is not!

I chose Paddock at a time when
MapRuns seemed to be ending and
many of the areas I knew quite well
had been used already. I thought I
knew Paddock quite well from driving through it regularly, however, I
discovered a much larger wooded
area than I had anticipated and 3
ponds -very much like an area in
Peasholm Park- in the middle of
some new housing. There were also
lots of ginnels which also made it
interesting to plan. I tried to make
sure that the courses crossed a variety of terrain and in particular some
woodland and ponds. Paddock turned out to be a much
steeper area than I thought, so I
think the Green and Blue courses
were quite physically demanding.
As in all the Mapruns I have planned,
Richard's map has needed very little
tweeking-just the odd fence or path.
Maprun has been a great opportunity to plan without the pressure of an
official 'street event'.
Planning again? I would probably choose to make more use of the
woodlands.

Running In The Family
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Coaching Features –Make It Orange
Turning legs Orange.
In Jonathan’s answers to my questions in
his member profile, Jonathan mentioned
that the mindset of trying to ‘turn legs
orange if possible’ seemed to be gaining
him time in events. In this month’s coaching feature Jonathan talks us through
speeding up, by making legs more
straightforward, (well often not that
straight!)

4 and 10 were good for me (horizontal)
but 5 disappointing (sloping down) particularly as it was a long uphill leg I
should have done well on (and I did well
on a similar uphill leg, 18, later in the
course).

for a decent attack point so I was tentative through the ruins.

Why not go “orange” and get onto the
path network SW of the line, past the
pond, between the crags and olive
green out of bounds and attack from
There were a lot of paths and holly here the path just a few metres W of the conto probably get confused with and just trol? Next time!
be too slow in when you were trying to To show “orange” doesn’t have to mean
sort them out. Why not just listen out
path, I had a really good split on leg 10.
for the start beeps, possibly see the
Here, I’d worked out that I could quickly
start kite and just get yourself as fast
run right around the E and NE edge of
“Turning legs Orange” is another way of and confidently down to the bottom
the crags and rocky areas and attack
describing simplification in orienteering path as possible and then just run along back off the path to the N. I just got on
but gives a few good rules of thumb for
and did it confidently and without lookmaking quick decisions during an event.
ing at the map very much. I just had that
The BOF rules for an orange course include these points :
“The basic shape of the course will normally follow distinct line features such as
tracks, paths, fences, walls, rivers, large
ditches and very distinct vegetation
boundaries (e.g. forest / open land), so
that relocation in the event of a mistake is
relatively easy. Controls should either be
on the line features, or on prominent point
or contour features which can easily be
found from an attack point on a line feature close to the control. A route along
line features to the attack point should be it until the clearing and then boulder
possible.”
appear on your right. This is “orange”
The thing about trying to include these and simplified because you cut a corner
on rough compass, use obvious line
points in the way you approach some
legs on technically much harder courses features and make an attack point as
close to the control as possible. It
is that you can run them faster, more
worked!
confidently and avoid errors.
I’ve mentioned Splitbrowser (see below) On leg 5, I really didn’t use the “orange”
before as a way of seeing where you do principle and the Splitbrowser shows it.
best and worst on a course. Using this
I went E to the clearing by 15, headed
and some example legs from the recent roughly and slowly uphill in terrain until
Calverley event I’ll try to show where I
I hit the rocky steep slope. This involved
managed to “turn a leg orange” success- slow, stumbly running and doubt about
fully and when I didn’t. Remember, this where I was all the time which makes
won’t always be relevant on a leg but is you even slower. By the time I got into
something you can do more often than the quarry faces it took time to relocate
you think even in technical areas.
on the Y shaped path then I struggled

“run around the obstacles and bounce
back off the path” simple image in my
mind (just like 4 above where it was the
simple “get past the start and hit a big
path” image.
Some people tried to go straight, navigate the detail and were probably less
confident, slower and probably fell over
quite a lot!
I’d be really interested to start discussions in the club about navigation strategies that work and those that don’t.
Is this a WhatsApp group type of thing
we could look at?
Let me know what you think.
Cheers,
Jonathan Emberton

On this Splitbrowser extract from my
run on the Brown course I’m going to
use legs 4, 5 and 10 as examples.
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Her face is the map of the world
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Setting Goals– Part Two
Goal Setting
In the last Epistle I wrote about how I
intended to set myself some goals to
improve my orienteering.
In this issue I thought it would be interesting to see how those goals have
impacted on my orienteering.
So to recap I discussed:
Performance Goals
Outcome Goals
Best Result Goals
All goals were to be SMART
Specific
Measurable
Attainable

Success criteria: Orienteering speed at
9 minutes per km or better, by June
2022
Training regime: or lack of it.
To increase intensity of training by
including at least one steep hill on each
training run, and run up it the whole
way.
Action: Introduce fartlek type training
once a week, either on turbo trainer or
hill reps. 20 to 40 minute session.
Success criteria: training diary kept, and
regularly updated. Actually doing the
sessions. Starting in the first week in
January.
Orinteerability: How good is my orienteering at the moment?

Realistic

Training– youtube

but it’s the fat that is “also known
as 'hidden' fat, ….fat stored deep inside
the belly, wrapped around the organs,
including the liver and intestines. It
makes up about one tenth of all the fat
stored in the body.” It’s what gives so
called fit people heart attacks.

In terms of improving fitness, on the
Monday runs I have made the conTarget: To improve my orienteering,
where I make every leg orange (see Jona- scious effort to run up the big hill
when the rest are walking. I have also
than’s coaching article) Immediately
set up the turbo trainer, but that’s as
Action: At each event look for the fast
far as it has got. It’s the turbo I want to
route choice that follows clear line feause to improve my cardio-vascular
tures to as close to the control as possi- performance. I also feel I need to introble.
duce a session of fartlek to intensify
my fitness.
Success criteria: faster leg times, route

Timed.

gadget shows orange legs.
Project smart

So what goals did I set, and what progress have I made?
Lockdown weight: carrying an extra
10Kgs of weight slows you down, especially on the uphills!
Target – to lose 10kg in 25 weeks.
(Or tone up my core to notice I can actually run on rough terrain), without
falling over so much!)

Behaviours: have I got the right set of
behaviours?
Target: To improve my training behaviour, as well as my orienteering behaviour. Immediately

However I have entered at least one
Action: Ignore distractions from training. race, so I will see if the rest of the reUse some sports psychology .. Immedi- gime works.
ately .
Finally have my behaviours improved?
So what is now needed is a cold hard
look at my progress.

Well my weight is slightly down, I am
Action: Avoid snacks high in sugar when attempting to avoid the sugary empty
sedentary. Increase fibre intake each
carbohydrates that are the bane of any
meal.
dieter. A lot of people say that slightly
built folk don’t need to lose weight.
Success criteria; June 2022 lost 10kg, or
Having said that before Geraint
stronger core.
Thomas won the Tour de France, he
Fitness: Or should that be lack of fitmanaged to lose a few kilos. It’s all
ness?
about power to weight ratios for
climbing cyclists, and it is for orientTarget: To increase speed especially
eers, as most of our courses include
ascent , I minute per km. (currently about
significant climb.
10 minute Km) by summer 2022
Also there is the issue of visceral fat.
Action: Introduce more intensity to trainThe fat that does not manifest itself on
ing. (See below)
your belly or thighs, (subcutaneous fat)
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Since I set my goals the only orienteering I have done is a CVFR night score
event, where I didn’t quite have
enough time to get the points I
thought I could manage. My nav was
fine, speed wasn’t.

NO! I just need to get my act together.
It’s difficult with all the commitments
one has.

Cascade bike trainers

Highway To Hell
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The Miss - Even Top Orienteers!
The ‘miss’
Later in this edition of the Epistle
James Logue,
Emma Harrison
and Mike Pedley,
tell us about their
arctic experiences at the British
Night Champion
ships. Here James
tells us about
when things didn’t quite go to
plan. Now normally when I see James
orienteering he is running like the Mallard steam locomotive going for the
speed record. Only once, at an informal
event in Lee Mill Quarries, have I seen
him stop, look at his map, and scratch
his head. Here he tells us of a an experience many of us can identify with.
Just over a week after I ran the British
Night Championships, I ran at Eaves
Wood near Silverdale in the NW night
league. Eaves Wood is on limestone and
I would thoroughly recommend it for a
walk or a run and an explore. I was really
looking forward to orienteering in an
area I had run through but never orienteered on.
The rain stopped, low cloud/mist took
its place and off I went which was
probably my first mistake. Now maybe it was the mist in the trees or the
glare of the torch on the paper or my
eyesight but I really struggled to read
the map.

Leg 2 to 3
11:30 mins

I wouldn’t be
able to plot my
route as I hadn’t a clue what
was going on
out there so
I’ve included a
trace of where
I went at my
worst two
controls. My
only consolation was that I
clearly wasn’t
the only one
having issues
that evening,
the 3.9km race was won in 58 minutes.
It was one of those races that started
shaky and went downhill from
there. Small crags and paths were
confusing but most of all I couldn’t
make any sense of the contours, in
fact, in the light green I couldn’t
really make them out at all. That’s
not really an excuse for the mistakes I made but it did make relocating or working out where I was
very tricky.
After spending over 11 mins on a
60 m leg 2 to 3 I bumbled round the
next few controls with varying degrees
of accuracy, ended up
on the limestone pavement before 8 (not
fun!!) lost the path
from 8 to 9, even my
dibber battery joined
in with the fiasco and
ran out at 4.

Control
10
11:07
mins

Then came control 10,
looks easy, through
the crossing point, follow the path and
go to the big crag at the top of the hill However, I would definitely go back
– or so I thought. After wandering in
there for another race sometime, mayrandom directions around the top of
be daytime instead though.
the hill I eventually had enough, couldn’t make sense of it and headed back
for the finish.
On my way I happened to see control
10 off to the side of the path. It was
actually on the edge of a large depression just over the hill. I even
managed to then run in the wrong
direction on my way to retiring.
Eaves Wood– photo Lancs Lads
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Arabella in France– O Wine?
Every year, since 2006, in the Beaujolais region in France, there has
been a marathon to celebrate the
arrival of the Beaujolais Nouveau
(traditionally released on the
3rd Thursday in November each
year). This was designed along the
lines of the better known and longer
established Marathon du Médoc, in
the Bordeaux area. These races were
originally designed to combine the
enjoyment of running with that of
wine tasting. Competitors were encouraged to wear fancy dress and
were offered wine tastings en route
to celebrate the region’s famous
products, in addition to the usual
drinks stations (where, unlike over
here, there is also a wide range of
food offered, such as bananas, dried
fruit, salami, sandwiches and cake).
In recent years, the marathon events
have included shorter races in order
to attract larger numbers of participants. Though I have done 9 Médocs,
my marathon running days were effectively over by 2005 Last November there was a half marathon and a
13km on offer as well as the marathon and I opted for the 13km as that
had a start time of 2.30pm. Covid
rules were strictly enforced (pass
sanitaire to collect one’s number the
day before, and entry to the baggage
depository and the start itself) although we were then cooped
up in the start pen for half an hour till
the off, which I found uncomfortable.

and the finish with tasting stations
every 30 yards or so, representing all
the different villages in Beaujolais
(Fleurie, St Amour and so on) as far as I
could see! So, what to do?
The runner in me told me to keep running, whereas my winetasting interest
wanted to try everything. In the end,
having considered that tasting at that
stage would be all or nothing, and
there was a time limit for finishing, I
decided to press on and not get cold
as it would soon be dark. I should also
say that tasting wine when running
isn’t the best time to do it, as it usually
tastes much sharper and tougher than
under normal circumstances. I had had
a good run up till then anyway so
thought I would capitalise on that.

Arabella in full flight

great atmosphere. Lots of bands playing en route, with 3 wine tastings cum
feed stations. The route was slightly
undulating and all on road, along small
country lanes around the town of
Villefranchesur Sâone ,
with the other
two races all
having the last
3km in common.

Plenty of spectators lines the last km
to the finish, which spurred me on. I
finished in around 1h22.09 (chip time),
727th overall, not exactly world beating
but OK for me. The only prizes on offer
were for the 1st 3 past the post men
and women, no age groups so in a field
of over 5,000 I was never going to be
on the podium anyway, so was able
just to enjoy myself. That said, I did
start to feel competitive every time I
saw somebody who might be as old as
me, just for my own satisfaction. Apparently I did finish first in the over
60s, so that was a bonus.

Would I do it again? Most probably if I
am in the region again at that time,
though my other half had a long day of
hanging around in the cold, though I
did manage to load up with refreshments for him at the baggage collection point at the finish (more wine, and
this time I drank some). All entrants
received a bottle of wine (Beaujolais
Nouveau of course) and Tshirt so the
Being a professional wine race was good value at 28€, but the
taster (I spent longer courses less so: 70€ for the
marathon.
40+ years
working in the
wine business)
I took the tastings offered
seriously (i.e. I
spat out each
My fancy dress comprised a clown wig
taste to start with, and only swallowed
and a gaudy cycle top but there were
some if it was really good). There was
other much better ones around, not
just one wine at each station , but as I
just balloons for bunches of grapes,
approached 11km a more serious chalbut plenty of leopards, cowboys, sulenge presented itself: a whole kilomeperman and so on. It was a lovely day:
tre of road leading into Villefranche
cold and dry with little wind and a
Butterflies full flight– MIdB
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EPOC Other Officials

EPOC Committee

What have your committee been up to?
Chair
Secretary
Treasurer
Fixtures Secretary
Membership Secretary
Committee Members

Emma Harrison
Sue Levison
David Morgan
Emma Harrison
David Morgan
Rod Shaw
Jackie Page

eah1607@aol.com
suelevinson@sky.com
davidmorgan.stopford@btinternet.com
eah1607@aol.com
davidmorgan.stopford@btinternet.com
margrod123@gmail.com
jpage2729@gmail.com.

Neil Croasdell
Viv Barraclough
Connor Smith

croasded@gmail.com
viv.barraclough@cantab.net
connor.jsmith@btinternet.com

Website & Club Emails

David Harrison

eastpennineorienteeringclub@gmail.com

Epistle Editor

Graham Lloyd

egrahamlloyd@yahoo.co.uk

Map Librarian
Compass Sport Trophy
Club Coach
Welfare Officer
Club Championship
Club Kit Officer
Permanent Courses
Relay Organiser
Stores and Equipment
E-Punching Equipment

David Morgan
Connor Smith
Viv Barraclough
Viv Barraclough
Connor Smith
Daniel Sutcliffe
Neil Croasdall
Connor Smith
Scarf Family
Various

Wednesday 12th January 2022 at
7pm, Toby Inn, Ainley Top
MINUTES

davidmorgan.stopford@btinternet.com
margrod123@gmail.com
viv.barraclough@cantab.net
viv.barraclough@cantab.net
connor.jsmith@btinternet.com
d.sutcliffe89@gmail.com
croasded@gmail.com
connor.jsmith@btinternet.com
thescarfs@hotmail.com (for the time being)
Contact a committee member

Fixtures: Emma continues to circulate the up to date list of fixtures. Ackroydon, 10.04: organiser
checking on possible venues for
Present: Emma Harrison, Jackie
registration. - Birkby, 24.07: RePage, Neil Croasdell, David Morquires an on the day organiser gan, Connor Smith, Sue Levinson
Elland Park Woods, 25.09: SugApologies for absence: None – all gested this to be replaced by Norcommittee members present
land Moor. Emma to contact Dick.
Minutes of last meeting: Taken as Slight map updates will be required
- Ogden Water, 30.10: Map being
read
updated by Paul Taylor (CLOK).
Matters Arising: Matters arising
Officials in place. - Storthes Hall,
were raised as agenda items
17/18.22 – permissions rescinded
yesterday. Alternative venues disChairman’s Report: Main points
covered: - EPOC events at Honley cussed. Pontefract Park suggested
and Newmillerdam - Pre entry and as there is an event centre already
EoD - Map printing - 2022 fixtures - available and Simon Martland is
Club champs proposal - Club cap- updating the map. David to look at
permissions. Officials may need to
tain role - Courses
be revised. Emma to contact origiTreasurer's Report: Main points
nal officials - 2023 looked at in escovered: - Honley and Newmilsence - Committee tasked to list
lerdam income - Pre entry/EoD/
possible areas, especially nonMap costs - Memberships - Monies urban, not been used for some
spent – SI online results package,
time/could be available - Club
start clocks
champs venue discussed in light of
Secretary’s Report: Communica- other decisions over venues
tions have continued to be reEntries, no shows, maps: - Income
ceived and distributed accordingly from Honley (a snowy day) was pre
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-entry and so no shows’ income
not lost. Newmillerdam was preentry to reserve a map but payment on day plus limited EoD option. EoD virtually covered the
costs from no shows of preentries. Concluded that it should
be the organiser’s decision as to
the system to use dependent on
space for event centre, numbers
anticipated, information gathering
for both Fabian4 and SumUp, admin times required, map turn
round times
Bigger events will
certainly require Fabian 4 usage With some map ordering issues
causing concern, David and Connor
to investigate alternative suppliers
Compass Sport Trophy: Heat date
confirmed as 13/03 at Hemsley.
HALO are inviting volunteers to
assist on the day with half price
entry for one of their later events
to all assisting. Costs of entry still
to be confirmed. 2 clubs to progress to the final, increased to 3 if
EPOC are in the top two due to our
success last year

West End Girls
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What Has Your Committee Been Up To?
...continued

Relays: British and JK. Juniors to be
fully subsidised and adults to receive 1/3 subsidy. Connor to organise and email details to members shortly

less, the event generated a surplus .

The Christmas Night and Day
event at Newmillerdam was run
again on pre-entry but used Microsoft Forms at no cost to the
Permanent Courses: Neil gave the
club. All payments were taken on
update. All venues have been visited
the day and as such any no shows
and Neil has the overview of what is
resulted in a loss of income. We
required, some need little attention,
were however able to accept limsome require more updating at venue
ited EOD which off set this loss.
and/or map details
On the day payments were taken
New comers. Membership fees:
either as cash or by contactless
New comers to continue to have their card using the Sumup machine.
first year as free. Email to be sent as
This worked very well. Registrareminder that subs are overdue – Dation, parking and toilets were provid M will do this
vided by Pledwick Cricket Club for
a reasonable donation. Overall the
AoB.
events produced a surplus.
First aid/Safeguarding courses:
Expenses since the last meeting
David H completed Emergency
have been £100 for the SI online
First Aid, Emma and Arabella have
results package. This has not been
offered to complete this, Emma
tested but hopefully will be up and
has completed safeguarding
running for the next event. We
course
have also invested in 2 new start
- Grants available – for mapping of
clocks to replace the current one
specific socially disadvantaged arethat cannot now be set correctly
as. Connor to contact Richard in
(outdated operating system). The
first instance due to amount of
clocks (from Keep it Simple Timfree mapping has done for the
ing) cost £660 but should last for
club
many years. We intend to return
- also for a training event regarding
the old clock in the New Year to
Open Orienteering maps/MapRun/
have its operating system upgradPurplePen. Connor to consider
ed to act as a spare or in case we
putting this in place
have an event with two starts in
- Neil happy to be MapRun contact
the future.
on EPOC web site
Membership income has been £175
Date of next committee meeting:
with a further £330 awaited from
th
March 16 2022
BOF. I would intend to send out a
Treasurer’s Report for January further (final) reminder after this
2022
meeting.
Since the last committee meeting, David Morgan 9/1/22
the club has held events at Honley
Old Wood and Newmillerdam
(Night and Day)
Honley was run as pre-entry only
using Fabian4. On the day, weather conditions (snow) were very
poor which led to a number of no
shows (who had paid). Parking
was free and registration was
cheap (donation) but we had to
hire in portable toilets. Neverthe-
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Key Skills for orienteering

Running!
We have all heard the story of
the tortoise and the hare?
How about the headless chicken?
Well in orienteering these analogies are often the case.
To do well you need to move
quickly over rough ground, unless of course it’s an urban
event, in which case it’s tarmac.
The headless chicken is where
you have run too quickly and
have consequently lost contact
with the map. You know roughly
where you are, but then run
around the area like the proverbial headless chicken. STOP!
This is where standing still and
taking stock saves time. Look
for a really obvious feature in
real life, go to it and relocate.
Then attack in from there.
So what about the tortoise and
the hare? If you go too fast you
are in danger of going into oxygen debt, and your brain is being
starved of oxygen, so you make
mistakes, and turn into a headless chicken. So it is a good idea
to balance the fast running with
the slow. If you are running on
obvious paths or line features,
that’s when you can run hard
and fast. You have worked out
your attack point, so you keep
talking to yourself, looking for
the attack point, as you feel your
self getting nearer, slow down a
bit, let the O2 get back to your
brain, at the attack point, which
should be as close as you can
get to the control, slow right
down, take a bearing, work out
how far the control is, pick off
the features mentally, and walk
to the control. As you approach
the control work out where you
are going next. Then repeat!
Easy peasy lemon squeezy!

Time In A Bottle
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Gloucestershire British Night Championship
NGOC British Night Championships to run in the general direction fast and
Cleeve Hill 27 Nov
work it out as I go along (not a great
plan when the sun has gone down).
M50L

British middle and sprint races this
year.

A few days after BNOC I received an
email form the organiser asking if I wantBNOC 2021
ed my trophy to be sent to me. I sug58.12
The ‘hit’
gested they keep hold of it and ask a
member to take it to BNOC 2022 as it
A bitterly cold evening on a hill in
59.42
was only a couple of months away. I
Gloucestershire, frozen, snow dusted
ground and a wind chill on the Western added that my night orienteering is ‘a bit
hit and miss’ so the trophy had a good
slopes that felt like it was taking your
chance of being handed over to someone
skin off your face.
else in February anyway
Cleeve Hill wasn’t the most technical
area but it was fast and open – most of With BNOC 2022 on our doorstep, on
the navigation was by using the clumps Ilkley Moor in February, will James be
of gorse bushes. I stopped regularly to able to hold on to his title? With folk
moving up an age class this year is it
check where I was and ran fast in between. Some slight wobbles at 7 and 8 worth having a go yourself?
but overall not bad. Being able to see
The subject of orienteering with glassthe shape of the land and the vegetaes sounds like an excellent title for an
tion made navigating much simpler.
article in the next issue.? So if you have
In fact, the biggest time loss was trying experiences of poor eyesight and tips to
to adjust my new glasses in order to
share on glasses wearing/vision please
make seeing the map a bit easier.
get in touch.
Unfortunately, being varifocals, they
made seeing the
James’ route, keeping very close to
ground
EPOC did it once again.
the line
harder and
100% podium success rate at the Brit- frozen fingers made
ish Night Championships held at
Cleeve Hill not too distant from Chel- sorting
them out
tenham.
so hard I
As the pictures show it was certainly ended up
throwing
not without adventure. After the
event I managed to catch up with our them down
the front of
intrepid orienteers.
my O top
Firstly I bumped into James Logue at a on the way
CVFR Score event, he told me he had a to control
number 1.
really good “story, and lesson to be
learnt” article for the Epistle. Secondly
A very enhe would be happy to answer my ques- joyable run
tions about the BNOC.
once I had
warmed up
This is the part of his night time adven- and so fast
tures he calls “The Hit”, where as the
underfoot.
part he calls The Miss are elsewhere in Managed
the Epistle. Over to James.
to win M50
by about a
Looking back on 2021 I think I orientminute
eered only 8 times, yet 7 of these
which was
times were on areas I have never run very pleason before which is very unusual these ing having
days. Two of those areas were for
messed up
night orienteering in November and
both the
December. I’m not a great night orienteer as it involves being very accurate whereas my normal technique is
1 James Logue
M60L
3 Mike Pedley
W45L
2 Emma Harrison

50.47
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Runnin’
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British Night Championships- continued

BNOC 2’21– photo ESOC

Next I caught up with our illustrious
Chairman, Emma Harrison. Firstly I
asked her what the area was like?
“ The area was fast open moorland with
some steep climb. There was a good
track/grassed path network but in the
dark and covered in snow some of
these were very difficult to see.”
At night, what seems to be straightforward in the light time, takes on a completely different perspective, a lot also
depends on how the course is planned, so
next I wondered what Emma’s course was
like?
She replied, “It was a well planned
course with a mix of short and longer
legs with some controls in complex
contours.”

running quite well for me given the conditions (snow on the ground and a
strong wind creating very sub zero
wind chill)”
Then I pondered what did she do not so
well?
“I ran straight past number one as the
kite had fallen down and I just didn't see
the slim yellow stake in the depression.
Minor panic and a run around in a circle
to end up back where I started. Silly
route and too hesitant to number 2,

should have kept my height to number 5 instead of using the down and
up track route, nearly got dragged
too far down the valley to number 9
but realised just in time, then the
whopper of all was somehow overshooting the last control and finish,
seeing the golf house event centre
and having to turn back - I'm still
unsure how I even managed to do
that!

Dick running though passageways

Emma is a bit of an expert at Night Orienteering, although she’s always modest
about her skill, so I asked what she felt
she did well?
“I was pleased with my navigation on
the longer legs as this required good
contact with the compass due to minimal catching features. I also felt I was
Laura Harrison Dibs!

BNOC Race HQ– photo BOF
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BNOC 2021 Continued
Emma came second, and I questioned her as to whether she
was pleased with her result, how
did it compare to other successes.
“I was pleased,” she averred,
“to come 2nd as that was the
best result I could expect as I
cannot compete with the likes
of Sarah Rollins (SN), however I
was too far behind her time
wise. I have done better in the
past but I was also a final year
W45 (Sarah being first year) so I
hope to improve as a W50 in 2022!”
I asked about the legs she had, and her
routes, were there any tricky legs?
“See my Routegadget, “ She replied
(It’s on the previous page.) “They were
all tricky (legs) for different reasons
and mostly because it was dark! You
really have to stay in contact with the
map at all times and everything looks
different at night. Things that are
blindingly obvious in daylight can become very tricky at night, particularly
things like the vegetation around 7 and
8.
I finished our chat by asking if she had
anything else to add? “Absolute hats off
to all the NGOC helpers who were
determined to let the event happen
despite the weather and stood out in
sub zero conditions remaining cheerful
throughout. I really enjoyed the event
and it was well worth the journey.”

I then caught up with Mike Pedley,, and
asked how he had found his British Antarctic Night Championship?
Here he tells us of his experience.
What do you get when you think of the
words “Hill” and “Golf Course”? Well
that’s what you get at Cleeve Hill, fast,
runnable exposed terrain. The club
house provided an excellent and sheltered assembly but venture 50m towards the start from the car park and
you were in another World; the World of
Himalayan climbers or Antarctic explorers. As the sun set the temperature
plummeted and the hill, with it’s inch or
two deep covering of wet snow, froze
solid.
I wore every layer I had to the start and
kept them on throughout the race. The
course was really good: a technical start
on the complex old quarried slopes
to the north in just about the strongest and coldest wind I have orienteered in. I held the map with both
hands throughout almost all that
opening section as one hand didn’t
seem enough!

The final section was on the more sheltered south side, back to complex old
spoil heaps and a big final route choice
of down and up or round. No more time
dropped but the 3.5 minutes dropped on
#8 had been costly. Still happy to come
away with a rare (only my second) BOC
medal but just under 4 minutes down on
the winner.

Cleeve Hill Day– photo NGOC

“...I held the map with
both hands …”

Cleeve Hill photo RAFO
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Then onto an epic 1km leg across the
featureless plateau in the blackness.
Feeling I’d picked up a small train of
early starters as I headed out across
the top I pushed on, nailed the control and (as it emerged later) took a
small lead on M60. There were three
controls on that plateau and I came
within 10m of the 3rd and a potential
British title…. but looked into the
depression from a short distance, failed
to see the control flag on the snow and
continued past. Then missed it on the
way back too in the featureless terrain.

Nowhere To Run To
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EPOC Event @ Honley
EPOC Yorks Superleague Honley
Woods 28 Nov
Brown 6.4km 275m
4 William Barraclough
13 Ben Carter
Blue 4.8km 220m
1 Phil Scarf
2 Matthew Tinker
4 Graham Lloyd
9 Megan Harrison
12 Viv Barraclough
14 Gilly Markham
16 Aly Brook
17 Luke Baraclough
18 Emily Thompson
29 Seth Barraclough
Laura Harrison
Green 3.8km 150m
7 Jackie Scarf
9 David Harrison
15 Roy Lindsell
17 Helen Martland
19 Paul Oates
20 Christopher Coles
Stephen Warner
Short green 2.6km 125m
3 Keith Sykes
4 Gill Ross
7 Paul Jackson
8 Rod Shaw

73.11
109.04
49.01
53.41
57.47
68.13
78.29
79.46
84.04
88.23
89.14
89.16
m7-15
67.23
77.01
90.28
111.34
143.06
146.06
m12-18
56.56
65.07
82.36
103.16

Very Short green 2.1km 105m
1 Judith Goodair
56.20
Light green 3.4km 80m
2 Joseph Barraclough
54.18
5 William Martland
86.39
I managed to track down Aly Brook
after the Honley event and asked her
How did she find the woods and her
course?
“I've not been to Honley Woods before
so it was a new adventure. I like the
varied nature of the area. The course

Snowy Control—Gilly Markham
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was tricky in places .”
I followed up with, Overall what did you
feel you did well at?
“My nav is definitely improving and I
make some good decisions.”
This led me to ask what she did not so
well?
“Staying on my feet in the icy, snowy
conditions.”
Finally I wondered whether she was happy with her position an why?
“I'm happy I got round a woodland
course without a mispunch. I much prefer urban orienteering ;) ”

There it is? Photo Aly Brook

Gilly Markham, who stepped in to organ- with Jonathan Emberton, the Controller,
ise one of our previous events, also gave and asked him politely to lay on some
me her take on the event.
“I
nice sunshine and warmth for the event.”
Neil went on to say that, “Obviously, he
flatly refused and insisted upon ice and
snow, claiming that this would be
‘character building’ and would ‘make
the whole experience so much more
enjoyable“
Neil was pleased that on the day of the
event, everything ran so smoothly,
thanks to the helpers, that he was left
with “nothing more to do than stand
about trying to look important and to
look as if I had a vague idea of what
was going on” He finished by telling us
that, “We had only positive feedback on
Where’s the control? Photo Aly Brook
the day and everyone seemed pleased
with the courses.”
found the course quite challenging
Planner Simon Martland hoped everyone
even though I know the woods well. I
did well at staying on my feet on steep enjoyed their day out in Honley Woods
despite the weather. He told me he was
snowy ground and enjoyed it. What I
aware the,” The woods do have some
did not do so well at, was thinking to
take a compass with me when I went
areas of steep, rough and rocky terrain
out collecting controls. I had to collect
and passing through these areas is unasome that I hadn’t visited and with the voidable. In these areas I aimed to offer a
extra snow covering the kites it was
choice of routes for those who did not
quite tricky finding some of them.”
want to contour, with the option of descending or climbing to a path.” He hoped
It Was Neil Croasdell’s first time as an
organiser, and he was full of praise for his that this idea eased competitors’ passage
helpers, “who turned out at silly o’ clock
through the rougher parts of the woods.
to ensure that the event went ahead and He went on to add, “It was a bonus to be
who, despite several members of their
able to get more courses in to the eastern
team being unable to get there because
plateau area which looked stunning at
of the icy weather, nevertheless made
8am Sunday morning when the sun was
sure that everything was in place and
out. ”Controller Jonathan Emberton said,
running smoothly.”
“It was a pleasure to work with Simon on
He also made a special mention to Jackie
this event. His local knowledge and enerPage, who helped him through his first
getic mapping have brought this area
event as Organiser. Neil went on to thank
back into use for us. Honley is a definitive
Ian Macmillan who, “despite being as old
as Methuselah and having recently been example of South Pennine/ EPOC woodhospitalised following a serious car acci- land- you know what you're getting when
dent, single-handedly manned the Finish you orienteer here. I thought Simon’s
from beginning to end and even claimed courses showed a really good understanding of the physical and technical
to have thoroughly enjoyed the experience. He then proceeded to catch the bus guidelines for each colour course and
home afterwards.” Neil said he conferred provided plenty of variety.”
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EPOC Event @ Honley

Just Chillin’ before the main event

Colourful Oakleaf

Graham Lloyd checking descriptions

Rod checks his map

Judith checking her map

All photos © Aly Brook

Snowy Honley

Running (?) up the hill
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Runaway
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EPOC’s Event @ Newmillerdam
EPOC Night League
Newmillerdam 18 Dec

14 Judith Goodair
16 Joanna Emberton
17 Guy Goodair
19 Joy Mellor
Juliet Morgan
Light Green 2.9km 45m
2 Steven Shaw
4 Joseph Barraclough
5 Arabella Woodrow
9 Phil Thompson
11 Neil Croasdell

Newmillerdam in autumn
Long 6km 115m
7 Connor Smith
10 Matthew Tinker
19 Megan Harrison
24 William Barraclough
Medium 4.2km 70m
3 Viv Barraclough
14 Bob Steeper
15 John Elliott
Short 2.7km 30m
1 Steven Shaw

46.38
47.36
56.17
59.57
44.34
68.39
70.47

55.28
61.34
61.42
78.57
w5
30.41
36.55
38.49
63.58
70.41

Whilst interviewing Matthew Tinker for
this Epistle’s member profile, I also
asked him how he got on at Newmillerdam, considering he took part in both
the night and day events.
“Newmillerdam is an area well known
to me, as it is one of my girls' favourite
areas to go for a walk, you don't realise there are so many features you'd
never noticed until you orienteer
there!
“I enjoyed both events but in different
ways. The day event was fast with
some good route choices.
Features un-noticed?

34.46

EPOC Middle Distance event
Newmillerdam 19 Dec

Brown 5.8km 130m
5 Connor Smith
39.36
8 Jonathan Emberton
42.34
10 Phil Scarf
42.57
12 Matthew Tinker
44.17
13 William Barraclough
45.38
21 Megan Harrison
49.53
Laura Harrison
m7-13 m15-17
Blue 4.6km 105m
5 Viv Barraclough
39.14
8 Richard Payne
41.41
22 Julie Couch
50.25
26 Brian Mellor
59.39
Jackie Scarf
w12
Green 3.7km 65m
2 Dick Spendlove
28.38
4 Luke Barraclough
31.04
19 Roy Lindsell
39.10
21 Ian Couch
40.04
23 Helen Martland
42.26
31 John Elliott
48.30
Short Green 3.2m 45m
2 Paul Jackkson
38.16
3 Keith Sykes
39.18
9 Rod Shaw
49.24
10Bob Page
52.41
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However, I really enjoyed the night
orienteering as I feel it is a serious test
of your navigation skills, especially
when the added murkiness from the
mist reduces visibility even further as
it reflects the light from your
headtorch. I did find it harder to judge
distance in the dark for some reason. One benefit though is that sometimes it does help seeing a light in the
distance going into your next control.
“I had good runs on both days. The
night event I only made about a 1minute mistake as I was too short on
no6 having skirted around over the
bridge to the West to avoid the climb
back up the valley side. For some unknown reason I think I concentrate
more during night events and my navi-

gation was really clean. The day event
I was running nicely despite my legs
not initially wanting to work. I got
caught out on a couple of controls (7-8
& 12-13) losing 30s-1min on each where
I missed paths due to leaves and ended up running through forest & brambles instead. Ironically I found number
8 cleanly in the dark!
“I was very happy with 10th in the night
& 12th in the day. The night event especially I was quite close to people
usually much quicker than me in the
day.
“Finally, one of my friends from work
was trying orienteering for the first
time and he seemed to enjoy both
events. I did warn him that doing a
night event as his first ever event
probably wasn't the most sensible, but
having completed Ironman triathlons, I
don't think he was put off!”
David Harrison is another member
new to organising events, he said he
would organise Newmillerdam back in
March this year. “This was my first go
at organising an event,” he told us,
“and I went in at the deep end with
two events to organise! Apart from a
parking issue which was eventually
sorted out a couple of weeks before
the event, everything came together
to produce an event which should
have taken place a year ago!”
Some new ideas were trialled at these
events and these appear to have
worked okay and hopefully will be
used at future events. He went on to
thank Gill Ross for planning, and Emma Harrison for controlling, along with
Helen Martland for co-organising.

Newmillerdam in winter

Little Runaway
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Events Round-up

Nick O’ Pendle-ish © Caroll Pierce geograph

PFO North West Night Event
Nick O’Pendle 4 Dec
Blue 4.8km 210m
1 James Logue
46.01
PFO Regional event
Nick o’Pendle 5 Dec
Short Green 3.2km 130m
4 Paul Jackson
49.37
It was a glorious sunny winter's day at
the Nick o' Pendle event. The Nick O’
Pendle being away from the Barley end
of this Lancastrian Lump, but its tussocks are still fearsome. Paul Jackson….
“I was fairly fit then and as it was quite a
small entry on Short Green I was probably the fastest there.
Despite 5 fastest legs and 5 more in the
top 4 I only finished 4th just over 2
minutes behind the winner.
That was because I lost almost 6
minutes to the winner on my one bad
leg.
It's sometimes difficult to work out afterwards why things have gone wrong
but on this occasion I think I assumed it
was an easy leg and then panicked when
it wasn't as straightforward as I
thought!”
I asked him about the tussocks, that
certainly put your editor off entering!
“The tussocks weren't a problem on
such a short course and I wish I'd run
Green for more of a physical test.”
Were you pleased with your result I
asked him?
“Overall it was an enjoyable event and I
was pleased with my running and navigation apart from THAT control”
HALO Middle Distance event
Twigmoor Woods 5 Dec
Brown (Length 5.90 Km, Climb 35m
1 Megan Harrison
66.33
Blue (Length 3.9km climb 35m
1 Emma Harrison
40.48
Green (Length 2.90 Km, Climb 20m)
5 Julie Couch
45.03
9 Roy Lindsell
50.11
15 Ian Couch
54.15
Bob Page
mp
Short Green (Length 2.40 Km, Climb
20m)
8 Judith Goodair
45.39
15 Jackie Page
57.10
17 Guy Goodair
73.40
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Times were slow at Twigmoor, so I wondered if this was down to the terrain/
vegetation or the planning? Megan Harrison:

been making an effort to really stay in
contact with the map the whole way. At
Twigmoor, the short legs suited me as
the task kept changing and I didn't lose

Emma’s run at Twigmoor.
Lots of short legs to
keep you on your toes.

“Twigmoor is fairly grotty underfoot but
I think for this event, it was a combination of the terrain and navigation. The
planner had done a good job on the
brown of changing direction and have
lots of short, sharp legs so you couldn't
lose focus.”
Emma Harrison concurred, “It is quite
undulating in places with varied vegetation from marshes, brambles and bracken to impenetrable large rhododendron
bushes. The wood is runnable though!
The event was a well planned middle
distance with short legs through the
terrain and lots of change of direction so
this will always slow the pace down.”
I asked them, With such short legs, and
presumably controls coming up lightning fast, how do you cope with staying
in touch? Emma replied, “I'm not sure! I
just stay in touch with the map at all
times, tick off the features in my mind,
try to plan ahead so I know my exit
route from each control and use my
compass to ensure I don't go off at the
wrong angle!” For Megan, it was more
about focus, “Tired legs from the night
event the day before meant I couldn't
run at full speed anyway, but I have

focus out of boredom, which sometimes
happens on tedious courses.”
Route gadget gives runners a consistency rating, both were rated ‘consistent,’ I
asked them whether they felt consistent?
Megan, “I felt I was pretty consistent the
whole way round as I kept pace pretty
well and didn't really make any mistakes.”
Emma, ”Yes, I was pleased with my run. I
think I chose good routes and mostly
executed them well, other than falling
flat on my face going into number 14,
going slightly off line to number 16 and
17 and getting stuck in the grot around
the last control - this was all minor stuff
though!
Finally I asked if they were pleased with
their runs?
“I was pleased to win and beat some
good M55/M60's but it's hard to tell
when I'm not running against other
W45's (as I was then)” replied Emma,.
Megan too was pleased, “I was happy to
win the brown and overall my performance felt pretty good. Compared to
other results there were less people
running but I will always take a win”

Run
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Events Round-up
SELOC Saturday series
Daisy Nook Country Park 11 Dec
Technical 4.3km 140m
2 Mike Pedley
11 Helen Pedley

39.11
58.14

Helen enjoyed her run too, finding it
tricky in places. One of her biggest delays, and something that confused us
both was the run in from the final control...

Having just climbed a very steep bank
out of the Medlock Valley to the final
control there was a short line exiting the
control taking us back to the canal aqueduct. On reaching the canal we both hesitated trying to work out what to do
“For those of us on or near EPOC’s west- next.
ern borders SELOC (and PFO) can offer
“...hesitated, trying to work
some nice alternatives to the Yorkshire
fixture list with less travelling to get
out what to do next…”
there. Late 2021 offered two such examples both within Oldham. The night
event on Tandle Hill’s lovely runnable
beechwoods (and tricky semi-open) was The red line to the finish made a 160 dea little gem and three weeks later came a gree turn and then ran straight along the
local event at Daisy Nook. Daisy Nook is old canal for several hundred metres.
We think it was a combination of the
a surprisingly extensive country park
squeezed in between Oldham and Ash- expectation that the final control flows
ton running along the Medlock Valley. It into the finish, combined with not looking carefully enough at the map (and I
was based around an old canal, with
had my map folded obscuring the finish
some fascinating industrial archeology
and impressive aqueduct over the Med- at the map’s far western end). Maybe the
oxygen debt of having the biggest climb
to the final control had something to do
with it too. The finish was next to the
start so it’s not as if we didn’t know
where it was!
Mike Pedley gives us the low down on
some very enjoyable informal events just
over the border in Lancashire. Passports
not required, despite reports to the contrary.

EBOR Urban York University 28 Dec
Course A 6.3km 75m
4 Simon Martland
31 Ben Carter
42 David Harrison
45 William Martland
Course B 5.1km 35m
2 Jon Emberton
6 Emma Harrison
13 Megan Harrison
17 Laura Harrison
19 Aly Brook
44 Helen Martland
Course C 3.4km 35m

39.51
56.35
67.09
92.11
37.11
40.10
42.34
45.10
46.09
59.30

1 Richard Payne
30.59
48 Gill Ross
48.45
58 Jackie Page
56.30
59 Bob Page
57.27
60 Judith Goodair
57.35
62 Juliet Mprgan
58.45
71 Jo Emberton
68.34
72 Sue Levinson
68.57
74 David Morgan
70.38
76 Jane Payne
74.03
80 Fred Ross
100.37
Guy Goodair
m21 (59.38)

“All in all an enjoyable way to spend a
pre-Christmas Saturday afternoon.”

CLOK Regional event
Ayton Moor 12 Dec
Blue

18 Paul Jackson

Aqueduct– photo MDOA
lock.
“The longest course was simply called
“technical”, probably best described as
light green standard but surprisingly
tricky in places where controls were
amidst ‘light green’ on the map. Unsurprisingly one was never far from the
path but getting to the controls from the
path was not always simple: the Medlock
lies in a deep valley so there were some
steep, and very slippery, banks to scramble up at times.
“I was happy enough with my second
place, generally keeping a good pace up
and flowing quite well through the controls. My only issues were down to
switching off on a couple of path sections and then losing track of where I’d
got to – the sort of thing where events
like this can be really useful as training
exercises and reminders of good technique.
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Green
7 Julie Couch
10 Richard Payne
11 Roy Lindsell
17 Ian Couch
23 Bob Page
Short Green
15 Jackie Page

104:38
52:39
54:38
57:38
62:06
85:22
81:18

CLOK
Ayton Moor provided some challenging
orienteering for some EPOC members,
typical of the northern escarpment of
the North York Moors.

York Uni, by York Uni
EBOR’s annual Twixmas event
took place at the futuristic campus of York University, with an
urban feel, but lots of grassy
surfaces, tyre choice could have
been crucial.
I spoke to Jonathan Emberton
after the run and asked him
what he thought of the event?
“I have run at York Uni twice
before and always really enjoyed it.,” he replied. “As an Urban orienteering environment,
it doesn't have any of the typical
patterns/ layouts/ grain of many
areas. It's basically a random,
surreal, mix of varying shaped
buildings, water features, overpasses, dead ends, tunnels. This
makes it really interesting and
challenging. You run quite a lot
on grass and muddy paths as
well. Loved it again! “

Run to the Hills
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Event round up– Normanby
HALO Golden event
Normanby Hall 27 Dec

Judith Goodair 190 pts
Guy Goodair 140 pts

45 min Score

The Normanby Park Map

Guy tells of the New Year event we
should all put in our diaries.
“We usually go to HALO's event held
over Xmas/New Year period and
the event this year was held to celebrate Dorothy and Mike Smith's
Golden wedding.
Hence it was themed around
"Golden"
Teams of 3 were formed on the day
with one member doing controls in
any order, a second doing 'odds' and
'evens'
and the third doing 'decades' - both
of the latter could switch at any point
on their run but having switched
couldn't then go back for any other
controls. Most runners wore something 'golden'
45 minutes score which enabled a
reasonable time to finish - Mike &
Dorothy then provided refreshments
(soup, tea, coffee salads, cakes then
toasted the couple with a glass of
prosecco and anniversary cake)
There was a quiz which was themed
on the words 'golden' and 'smith'
(failed miserably on this only got 31
right out of 50 - winners got 49)
We'd never been to Normanby Hall
before, quite an interesting area and
well worth going to.”
I asked Guy why score events don’t
seem that popular?
“No idea why score events aren't
popular - certainly concentrates the
mind to maximise your score and in
winter
compresses the event so enables the
organiser to predict the finish time The area with the OOB hatching is a
'Go Ape' area but it wasn't open on the
day so we could go through in on the
designated path.
We could take the controls in any order
Judith thinks she maximised her score
really well and could have sneaked
another extra point if the gate to the
right of 73 had been open (it was closed
on the day)
whilst I foolishly went for 75,92,82,and
77 (the yellow wasn't that runnable,
quite tussocky in places) which left me a
long run back up to 78 via the main
road (the eastern side of the deer park
being out of bounds) again I reckon I
could have got an extra control (98) in
the time”
“Well worth going
across to Scunthorpe
for!”

Halo score participants
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Events Round Up
EBOR Yorks Sprint
Champs & Urban League
Breezy Knees 7 Nov

Yorks Urban League (2 races
combined total)
Mens Open
6 Daniel Sutcliffe 40.42
EBOR hoped all the competitors had a
11 William Martland 57.21
fantastic day at Breezy Knees, The OrMens Vet
ganiser said, “It was brilliant to see so
8 David Harrison
46.09
many of you. Many thanks to Steve
Mens
Super
vet
Whitehead, who dreamt up the idea, got
permissions and then planned such awe- 1 Simon Martland 28.41
Mike Pedley
m16 (31.35)
some courses. Thanks must also go to
Mens Ultravet
Quentin Harding who controlled the
4 Richard Payne
41.00
event and was very helpful in making
Mens Hyper vet
suggestions and ensuring everything
1 Roy Lindsell
51.21
went smoothly and safely .”
5 Rod Shaw
73.07
Mens Open
Guy Goodair
w10 (62.25)
6 Daniel Sutcliffe
23.43
Womens Open
13 William Martland
31.12
6 Megan Harrison 42.02
Mens Vet
Womens Vet
David Harrison
26.10
3 Emma Harrison 38.10
Mens Super Vet
Woems Suoer vet
1 Simon Martland
15.19
8 Helen Pedley
54.20
3 Mike Pedley
16.14
Womens Ultra vet
Mens Ultra vet
3 Gill Ross
50.04
3= Richard Payne
22.35
4 Arabella Woodrow 50.57
Mens Hyper Vet
6 Jackie Page
51.32
1 Roy Lindsell
25.42
Jane Payne
57.54
5 Rod Shaw
43.55
Womens Hypervet
Guy Goodair
w10 (35.18)
2 Judith Goodair
58.04
Womens Open
5 Megan Harrison
Womens Vet
5 Emma Harrison
Womens Supevet
7 Helen Pedley
Womens Ultra vet
3 Jackie Page
4 Gill Ross
Arabella Woodrow
Jane Payne
Womens Hypervet
1 Judith Goodair

23.33
22.10
26.54

SELOC night event Tandle
Hill 20 Nov

Above is Simon’s route from the AM course.
These are the sorts of events where the route
you take round a bush might cost you a few
seconds or gain a few. At this speed and distance that can be several places!

Blue 4.4km 330m
6 Mike Pedley

49.35

28.02
28.14
30.02
32.29
31.54

Breezy Knees Garden– photo BK
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Events
Round Up
More
Results
SELOC Saturday series Queen’s
Park Bolton 13 Nov
Light Green
15 Jackie Page

54.45

Rod Shaw also told me about his experience at Esholt.
“I thought the planning at Esholt was
quite good with a lot of challenging short
legs. I lost more time from the last control to the finish than any of the other
legs..”

It’s a long way to go, so I asked Jackie
how she enjoyed the event?
“I have been to the area previously but it CLARO Night event
only used a small area of the park, along Pinewoods 20 Nov
with local housing. This time it was exclusively in the park and riverside. Lots
of varying terrain and interesting features. My longer splits were really route
choices rather than errors. Could have
done better but a fair result. Lovely park.
Really enjoyed the event on a sunny
Saturday. Definitely worth the trip”

270pts

South Ribble Christmas Cracker
Lancaster University 1 Jan

DVO EMUL Melbourne 2 Jan

Course 5 (length 6.0km, climb 85m,
20 controls)
29 Guy Goodair
35 Judith Goodair

59.22
64.30

AIRE Yorks Night League
Gotts Park 8 Jan
Long 5.6km 115m
3 James Williams
21 Megan Harrison
22 Emma Harrison
Medium 3km 75m
14 John Elliott

32.20
47.19
47.24
41.43

SYO Yorks Night League
Blacka Moor 15 Jan

Queen’s Park Bolton –Visit North West

Long (length 5.4km, climb 265m, 12
controls)
14 Connor Smith
74.38
Medium (length 3.7km, climb 165m, 10
controls)
4 Emma Harrison
58.31
14 John Elliott
94.50

Aire Middle Distance event Esholt
14 Nov

Control 9 proved difficult for
Blue, but Red found it quickly.
Red takes a straight route to 10,
but Blue is much more cautious.
Red stops short of 11, and veers
off to the east. Blue , again
takes a safe route by the dark
green to a clear attack point

Blue 3.9km 60m
21 Emma Harrison 48.50
23 Megan Harrison 54.30
Green 3km 40m
8 John Elliott

46.33

SYO Saturday series
Esholt can be very muddy, I asked Brian Botanical Gardens 13 Nov
Mellor how he found Esholt?
Green
“I enjoyed pottering round the Blue
course and thought Esholt was in good 32 Judith Goodair
condition so I was happy. For me finish
lists are an irrelevance”

AprilNovember
Jan—Feb
–July2022
2021
issue
issue267
264
2020 to January 2021

60min score
9 Jon Emberton

Score event 1 hour limit 300 pts
18 Ben Carter
270pts (60.37) – 10
35 Aly Brook
240 pts (58.29)

Pinewoods–Claro

Black 5.1km 245m
12 Ben Carter
105.57
Brown 4.6km 210m
4 Mike Pedley
55.01
6 Megan Harrison 59.44
Blue 3.8km 175m
6 Emma Harrison 42.03
27 Brian Mellor
77.27
Green 2.6km 95m
26 Rod Shaw
57.43
29 Roy Lindsell
63.02
33 Bob Page
72.00
Richard Payne
w2
Short Green 2.5km 65m
11 Gill Ross
57.18
12 Judith Goodair 57.35
13 Keith Sykes
57.48
14 Jackie Page
57.53
16 Maggie Shaw
60.50
24 Joy Mellor
84.45
Guy Goodair
m6-12

POTOC New Year’s Day Score
Park Hall 1 Jan

60.35

SYO Regional Event
Blacka Moor 16 Jan
Light Green
23 Philip Thompson
Short Green
35 Jackie Page
36 Bob Page
Blue
20 Mike Pedley
21 Emma Harrison
38 Richard Payne
41 Laura Harrison
52 Megan Harrison
56 Gilly Markham
Brown
23 Connor Smith

132.27
81.28
83.24
61.42
62.03
69.49
70.10
76.51
86.56
83.25

Eleven EPOC members went to Blacka
Moor, with Connor Smith and Emma
Harrison being gluttons for punishment on the unforgiving terrain. Emma’s night result being one of the best
placings. The course placings of course
do not show where each runner came
in comparison to their peers.

Keep OnRunning
Runningin the Family
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Events Roundup
EUOC Big weekend FWTN Pollock Halls 21 Jan
Long
55 Emma Harrison
62 Megan Harrison
Short
89 Keith Sykes
92Neil Croasdell
99 Gill Ross
Helen Martland
Sue Levinson

Blue (length 4.8km, climb 155m, 21 controls)
1 Simon Martland
31:43
4 Mike Pedley
38:36
57 William Martland
72:45

46.14
49.33

NOC Midland Championships
Sherwood 30 Jan
M21E Length 16.6km, 175m climb, 35
controls (course 1)

47.39
47.54
56.30
m11 -21
rtd
Emma Harrison down stairs!

11 Connor Smith

153:06

M50S Length 5.8km, 80m climb, 14
controls (course 10)

EUOC Big weekend City Race 22
A few select members of EPOC headed up 2 David Harrison
Jan
61:45
to Scotland’s capital city for a feast of
Course 2
M60L Length 7.6km, 80m climb, 17
orienteering. With the complex campus of controls (course 7)
55 Laura Harrison
46.08
62 Megan Harrison
Course 3
30 Emma Harrison
Mike Pedley
Helen Martland
Course 4
Helen Pedley
75 Neil Croasdell
Course 5
32 Keith Sykes
35 Gill Ross
55 Sue Levinson
58 Fred Ross

46.56
42.45
w20
w20
35.05
40.16
31.34
32.43
51.25
63.55

Polack Halls on the Friday night followed
by the city with its multitude of terrains
and levels, to the volcanic hill that is Arthur’s Seat, with fabulous views over the
city.

2 Jonathan Emberto
3 Mike Pedley

DEE regional event
Thurstaston 23 Jan

M75S Length 3.3km, 40m climb, 10
controls (course 14)

Blue 6.225km 145m
10 Richard Payne
Short Green 3.475km 95m
18 Jackie Page
19 Bob page
Jane Payne

81.34
77.52
78.58
102.28

BAOC MLN Beverley 26 Jan
2 Roy Lindsell
9 Stephen Warner
15 Neil Croasdell
16 Jackie Page

43:16
51:54
66:56
69:02

CLOK Sprint event
Stockton Riverside 29 Jan
Medium
17 Neil Croasdell
Laura Harrison checking on the sales!

30.02

PFO Spring Series Whitaker Park
29 Jan

Light Green
EUOC Big Weekend Classic Race 4 Ben Carter
30.00
Arthur’s Seat 23 Jan
10 Aly Brook
36.39
Blue 5.875km 360m
20 Mike Pedley
59.37
DVO Middle Distance UKOL
33 Emma Harrison
65.06
Chatsworth 29 Jan
47 Laura Harrison
72.03
Short Green (length 3.3km, climb 80m,
63 Megan Harrison
79.07
14 controls)
Green 4.525km 240m
17 Helen Martland
40:24
Helen Pedley
m9
52 Margaret Shaw
65:40
Short Green 2.75km 210m
Green (length 3.8km, climb 135m, 16
27 Keith Sykes
62.30
controls)
31 Gill Ross
66.53
40 Helen Pedley
44:11
42 Neil Croasdell
82.35
90 Rod Shaw
68:22
Orange 2.525km 110m
Sue Levinson
rtd
Photos, with thanks to EUOC
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55:02
59:43

M75L Length 5.2km, 75m climb, 14
controls (course 11)
14 Paul Jackson

73:42

5 Fred Ross

114:04

3 Roy Lindsell (M75)

83:15

4 Sarah Pedley
6 Megan Harrison
7 Laura Harrison

95:25
107:30
113:00

4 Emma Harrison

57:16

8 Helen Pedley

80:35

3 Joanna Emberton

70:35

5 Gill Ross

84:17

Short Blue Length 5.2km, 75m climb,
14 controls (course 11)
W21E Length 11.1km, 145m climb, 22
controls (course 2)

W50L Length 6.7km, 75m climb, 14
controls (course 9)
W60L Length 5.2km, 75m climb, 14
controls (course 11)
W60S Length 3.8km, 50m climb, 11
controls (course 13)
W70L Length 4.8km, 50m climb, 12
controls (course 12)

CLOK urban Hemlington Lake
30 Jan
Medium
Neil Croasdell
(51.32)

mp

That backdrop!

River Deep
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Monday, Wednesday & Friday Events

Calderdale
Monday
Runs and walks

Graham Lloyd is now a UK athletics
licensed Leader in Running Fitness,
which means that he is qualified to lead
these runs. Anybody is welcome to join
in and invitations have been sent out to
local clubs.
All abilities catered for with the faster
runners either looping back to the
slower ones, or taking a longer route
where possible, no runner is left behind, but might choose to cut their run
short.
On the first Monday of the month the
runs will take place from a local café.
Otherwise the runs move around Calderdale .
If you want take part then you will need
to join the Monday Runs WhatsApp
group. If you are a luddite and don’t
possess a capable phone, get in touch
with Graham and he will contact you
via email, or text.
We run for about an hour, starting at
10:00 hours, but have been known to
get carried away. Location details are
usually What’sApped as soon as an accurate weather forecast is released. So
sometime as late as Sunday evening.
Runners are encouraged to bring a flask
and a snack for afterwards.
Please invite your friends.
For further details
Please contact Graham egrahamlloyd@yahoo.co.uk.He’ll add you to the
What’sApp group.
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WRINKLIES’
WEDNESDAY RUN
and WALK: T
Although these runs and walks
are titled Wrinklies, anyone who
is available can turn up.
There are faster and slower runs
and walks arranged each week,
in the countryside, across the
three EPOC areas. We meet at
10a.m. and run or walk for 1-2
hours ending with lunch
(optional) in cafes, pubs or outdoors. Details will be sent out on
Sunday,16thMay.
If you would like to join in please
E-Mail Jackie Page at
jpage2729@gmail.com
If you are already on the Wrinklies list you will be contacted
automatically.

The Wednesday wrinklies in earlier times enjoying a phot opp on the
Golden Gate Bridge, San
Francisco.
“It never ceases to
amaze me how lucky we
are to live in this area”

Friday Morning
wrinklies’ bike
ride
Originally started by Anthony
Greenwood I believe, these still
have a core of EPOC members and
other assorted hangers on who turn
up to be beasted by the ever increasing numbers of riders on ebikes. These rides are now coordinated by Martin Ellis who sometimes comes on the Monday runs
These rides are a movable feast and
rotate around the area. Generally
they are off road, but each ride
leader will let you know what sort
of bike is needed, from a hybrid, a
gravel or cross, to a full on single
track mountain bike. Rides start at
10:00 and last for two hours. If you
want to be on the mailing list email
Graham Lloyd at egrahamlloyd@yahoo.co.uk and he will
forward on your details

Dibs
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YHOA Leagues
Yorkshire Superleague 2022
The YHOA Superleague website has been updated. http://
www.yhoa.org.uk/yorkshiresuperleague/

20/02/2022

Burley and Ilkley Moors– AIRE

26/02/2022

Big Moor-SYO

27/02/2022

Wharncliffe Woods-SYO

28/08/2022

White Rose, Yorkshire-EBOR

18/09/2022

Conistone North– AIRE

Here are the events for 2022’s
YHOA Superleague.

30/10/2022

Ogden Water –EPOC

Remember these events are all
likely to be pre-entry.

06/11/2022

EBOR

20/11/2022

CLARO

04/12/2022

HALO
The first event is
rapidly approaching.
Thirsk is pan
flat. But a word
of warning , a
7km course last
time, ended up
being nearly
11km of actual

distance.

Those that did the Akroyden MapRun
should have a slight advantage, but be
careful in the multi- level Dean Clough!
Birkby and Lindley are also on home turf,
so good EPOC results expected!

https://www.oxfordfusion.com/ukul/
index.cfm?&Org=6

2022 fixtures are not yet on
there though!

Yorkshire Urban league 2022
19/03/2022 Thirsk– EBOR
10/04/2022 Halifax (Akroydon) -EPOC
29/05/2022 York-EBOR
25/06/2022 Leconfield/Hull University– HALO
26/06/2022 Beverley-HALO
17/07/2022 SYO
23/07/2022 Huddersfield (Lindley)-EPOC
24/07/2022 Huddersfield (Birkby)-EPOC
11/09/2022 Ripon- CLARO
22/10/2022 HALO

23/10/22

Guisley—Aire

Yorkshire Night league 2021-2022
Date

Club

Location

20 Nov 21

CLARO

Pinewoods, Harrogate

04 Dec 21

HALO

Central Park, Scunthorpe

18 Dec 21

EPOC

Newmillerdam, Wakefield

08 Jan 22

AIRE

Gotts Park, Leeds

15 Jan 22

SYO

Blacka Moor, Sheffield

22 Jan 22

EBOR

Earswick, York

Night Orienteers queueing up at
registration pre-covid.

http://www.yhoa.org.uk/yhoa-night-league/
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British Orienteering Ranking Scores
Position
1 (145)
2 (190)
3 (269)
4 (286)
5 (290)
6 (296)
7 (414)
8 (548)
9 (555)
10 (654) [1W]
11 (732) [2W]
12 (765)
13 (793)
15 (924)
16 (965) [3W]
17 (1035)[4W]
18 (1291)
19 (1348)[5W]
20 (1464)[6W]
21 (1469)
22 (1489)
23 (1519)
24 (1580) [7W]
25 (1990)
26 (2009)[8W]
27 (2107)
28 (2109) [9W]
29 (2160)
30 (2193)
31 (2197) [10W]
32 (2266)
33 (2333) [11W]
34 (2352)
35 (2473)
36 (2495) [12W]
37 (2524) [13W]
38 (2575) [14W]
39 (2598) [15W]
40 (2623)
41 (2686)
43 (2714) [16W]
44 (2734) [17W]
45 (2868) [18W]
46 (2875)
47 (2876)
48 (2911) [19W]
49 (2971) [20W]
50 (3087) [21]W]
51 (3165) [22W]
53 (3188)
54 (3377)
55 (3645) [23W]
56 (3844)

Prior
2
3
5
7
4
6
9
12
10
12
16
14
15
18
17
20
22
21
26
25
26
24
28
62
31
32
29
33
35
30
36
37
38
34
55
39
40
42
59
41
43
44
47
48
46
45
49
50
54
53
67
60
61
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Name
Simon Martland
James Logue
Connor Smith
Phil Scarf
Andy Thorpe
Jonathan Emberton
Mike Pedley
Matthew Tinker
Daniel Sutcliffe
Emma Harrison
Megan Harrison
Graham Lloyd
Ben Carter
Richard Payne
Laura Harrison
Sarah Pedley
Richard Spendlove
Jackie Scarf
Aly Brook
William Martland
Ian Couch
David Harrison
Julie Couch
William Barraclough
Gillian Markham
Paul Jackson
Helen Pedley
Keith Sykes
Roy Lindsell
Helen Martland
Brian Mellor
Arabella Woodrow
Neil Croasdell
Stephen Warner
Viv Barraclough
Linda Hayles
James Wetherill
Gill Ross
John Elliott
Rod Shaw
Judith Goodair
Jackie Page
Rebecca Lloyd
Robert Page
Guy Goodair
Joanna Emberton
Jane Payne
Susanne Levinson
Margaret Shaw
Fred Ross
James Williams
Joy Mellor
Bob Steeper

Gender
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
F
F
M
M
M
F
F
M
F
F
M
M
M
F
M
F
M
F
M
M
F
M
F
M
M
F
F
M
F
M
M
F
F
F
M
M
F
F
F
F
M
M
F
M

Total
8142
7911
7826
7680
7660
7607
7556
7478
7445
7244
7202
7195
7107
7032
6982
6954
6943
6862
6775
6711
6671
6555
6531
6519
6470
6205
6177
6035
5995
5909
5894
5801
5762
5676
5604
5535
5528
5494
5460
5337
5243
5175
4962
4930
4928
4918
4794
4791
4771
4416
4394
4248
2997

Event scores to count
1354, 1355, 1354, 1363, 1359, 1357
1326, 1328, 1308, 1308, 1305, 1336
1312, 1315, 1299, 1295, 1298, 1307
1281, 1284, 1292, 1269, 1269, 1285
1263, 1313, 1255, 1265, 1259, 1305
1262, 1280, 1265, 1258, 1258, 1284
1230, 1254, 1273, 1265, 1247, 1287
1244, 1247, 1254, 1236, 1253, 1244
1235, 1249, 1237, 1243, 1236, 1245
1189, 1233, 1202, 1209, 1214, 1197
1185, 1183, 1211, 1193, 1189, 1241
1190, 1217, 1199, 1202, 1191, 1196
1153, 1235, 1172, 1208, 1158, 1181
1157, 1166, 1170, 1181, 1182, 1176
1207, 1213, 1101, 1127, 1124, 1210
1154, 1154, 1168, 1154, 1170, 1154
1161, 1167, 1163, 1150, 1145, 1157
1141, 1133, 1164, 1138, 1146, 1140
1209, 1119, 1200, 1087, 1077, 1083
1120, 1116, 1112, 1116, 1110, 1137
1105, 1114, 1140, 1104, 1112, 1096
1096, 1100, 1087, 1084, 1096, 1092
1104, 1092, 1100, 1079, 1086, 1070
1090, 1112, 1077, 1077, 1082, 1081
1096, 993, 1113, 1092, 1124, 1052
1023, 1041, 1031, 1029, 1049, 1032
1075, 1022, 1027, 998, 999, 1056
988, 1013, 963, 971, 1041, 1059
983, 999, 994, 1000, 1023, 996
976, 1004, 968, 982, 1000, 979
1012, 942, 996, 983, 1001, 960
952, 935, 969, 951, 1013, 981
934, 954, 935, 975, 974, 990
932, 972, 935, 959, 944, 934
918, 936, 904, 966, 913, 967
918, 919, 937, 902, 936, 923
1034, 1123, 1101, 1078, 1192
927, 892, 882, 945, 881, 967
922, 898, 919, 923, 903, 895
996, 1042, 1107, 1072, 1120
858, 896, 878, 861, 859, 891
853, 868, 859, 903, 847, 845
859, 806, 814, 857, 805, 821
769, 820, 763, 945, 775, 858
811, 805, 837, 775, 837, 863
1202, 1229, 1263, 1224
824, 784, 826, 803, 772, 785
737, 803, 888, 786, 844, 733
815, 794, 868, 815, 748, 731
743, 789, 740, 676, 765, 703
722, 746, 750, 715, 745, 716
688, 690, 662, 696, 823, 689
816, 1073, 1108

Running Man
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British Orienteering Ranking Scores
Current
57 (3850)
58 (3938)
59 (4082)
60 (4170) [24W]
61 (4176)
62 (4200) [25W]
63 (4231)
64 (4297)
66 (4321)
67 (4501)
68 (4904)[26W]
69 (5013)
70 (5360)

Prior
50
63
8
57
58
70
65
56
73
74
71
72
New

Name

Mike Thorpe
Ciaran Bourne
Simon Bourne
Juliet Morgan
David Morgan
Emily Thompson
Martyn Hodgson
Philip Thompson
Seth Barraclough
Christopher Coles
Jane Hodgson
Steve Lowe
Paul Oates

Gender
M
M
M
F
M
F
M
M
M
M
F
M
M

Total

Event scores to count

2987

813, 1112, 1062

2706

913, 881, 912

2578

502, 556, 445, 564, 511

2488

859, 782, 847

2375

808, 796, 771

2147

537, 590, 534, 486

2025

620, 692, 713

1999

1000, 999

1868

862, 1006

1550

889, 661

1298

1298
1116
1044

1116
1044

Here are the British Orienteering rankings up
to the end of January. With loads more
events since the last Epistle positions have
changed a little bit more than last. William
Barraclough has made a huge leap. We see
one new entry. This month I have included
the national rankings in brackets however as
these are new rankings, and people moving
age classes, there are no previous national
rankings this time. The Prior column is where
you were last epistle and all the women’s
placings this time in brackets with a W.
There are few people missing, this is because
in line with BO policy, if you haven’t paid your
membership then you can’t take part in any
events.
If you click or use the link below, or you
search British Orienteering Rankings. You can
hover over the event score and it will tell you
what event.

Also if you go to this link you can play with the rankings
list. Select EPOC from the drop down menu and click
filter. If you click your name you get all your events going back to 2010!
https://www.britishorienteering.org.uk/
rankings+&cd=1&hl=en&ct=clnk&gl=uk

Remember you can also see a graph of your ranking
progress.
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Fixtures Click here to link to BO event diary.
The events listed here are from the BOF Event Diary in a 150
mile radius of EPOC centre (Mirfield!). It does not include
VOCs, most mid weeks, or activities . All fixtures listed below are subject to Government COVID 19 restrictions and
you must check with the organisng club regarding safety
protocols, pre-entry and if the event is going ahead.
Date

Event Name

Green are Regional events. Yellow are National and Major
events. Blue are EPOC events. Non highlighted events are ‘local’
events or activities. Almost certainly all events are likely to be
pre entry, with the bigger events filling up fast.

Level

Club

Venue

Town Near

Sun 13/02/22

YHOA SuperLeague Middle Event

Regional

CLARO

Dob Park

Harrogate

Sat 19/02/22

British Night Championships

Major

AIRE

Ilkley Moor

Ilkley

Sun 20/02/22

National Event and YHOA SL

National

AIRE

Burley and Ilkley Moors

Ilkley

Sat 26/02/22

SYO 50th Anniversary YHOA SL

National

SYO

Big Moor

Sheffield

Sun 27/02/22

SYO 50th Anniversary YHOA SL

National

SYO

Wharncliffe Woods

Sheffield

Sun 06/03/22

British Middle Championships

Major

EAOA

Rushmere

Leighton Buzzard

Sun 06/03/22

Regional Event

Regional

EBOR

North Yorks Water Park

Scarborough

Sun 13/03/22

CompassSport Cup Heat

National

EBOR

Cawthorne & Keldy

Pickering

Sat 19/03/22

YHOA Urban League

Regional

EBOR

Thirsk

Thirsk

Sat 19/03/22

Duddon Spring W/E Day I Sprint

Local

LOC

Ash Bank

Seathwaite

Sat 19/03/22

Duddon Day 1 Middle Distance

Regional

LOC

Mesopotamia

Seathwaite

Sun 20/03/22

Duddon Spring Day 2 Long

Regional

LOC

Caw

Seathwaite

Sun 20/03/22

Acorn National long Distance

National

CLOK

Boltby Forest

Thirsk

Sun 20/03/22

East Midlands Champs 2022

National

EMOA

Stanton Moor

Matlock

Sat 26/03/22

British Orienteering Champs

Major

SEOA

Golden Valley & Cognor

Haslemere

Sun 27/03/22

British Relay Championships

Major

SEOA

Iron Hill and Parkgate

Haslemere

Sat 02/04/22

Northern Champs W/E Middle

Regional

NN

NEOA

Shaftoe Crags

Sun 03/04/22

Northern Championships (UKOL)

National

NATO

Simonside

Newcastle

Sun 10/04/22

YHOA Urban League

Regional

EPOC

Akroydon

Halifax

Fri 15/04/22

Jan Kjellström Festival - Sprint

Major

SBOC

Singleton Park

Swansea

Sat 16/04/22

Jan Kjellström Middle (UKOL)

Major

SWOC

WOA

Clydach Terrace

Sun 17/04/22

Jan Kjellström Long (UKOL)

Major

SWOC

WOA

Pwll Du

Sat 23/04/22

Lakeland Weekend Day 1

Regional

SROC

Blakeholme

Newby Bridge

Sun 24/04/22

Lakeland Weekend Day 2

Regional

LOC

Loughrigg

Ambleside

Sun 08/05/22

Regional Event

Regional

Treeton

Sheffield

Sat 14/05/22

Tockholes Regional

Regional

Tockholes Wood

Blackburn

SYO
PFO

Don’t forget many of these events will not be entry on the day, but pre entry only. They will fill up.
If you don’t want to be disappointed, put the entries date in/on your calendar so you can see when to enter.
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On The Sunny Side
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It whisked, or should the be whirled
her off to medical help in Benidorm
Hospital.
At first the doctor was convinced it
was broken, but after several X-rays
the prognosis was for a very badly
sprained ankle.
Jackie said she was, “Over the moon
when he said crutches till Wednesday. “ She was then told she’ would
need to see a specialist in Denia if the
injury got painful.
Recovery was to take place in sunny
weather overlooking the sea.
Is it a bird, is it a ‘plane?
No it’s Jackie Scarf and Spanish
Mountain Rescue.
Whilst competing in a fell race whilst
on holiday in Spain, Jackie and the
marshals thought she may have broken her ankle. So to be on the safe
side the helicopter was called.
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Shortly afterwards Jackie was told
she would be able to cycle and swim,
so at least she wasn’t going to be
sedentary for too long.

Caledonia
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